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Biden assures allies in foreign policy shift

WASHINGTON – President
Joe Biden pledged Thursday
to herald a new era in U.S.
foreign policy, emphasizing the
importance of traditional alliances
and stressing that engagement
with other countries should
start with diplomacy rooted
in America’s “most cherished
democratic values.”
In his first major foreign
policy address as president, Biden
said that defending freedom,
c h a m p i o n i n g o p p o r t u n i t y,
upholding universal rights and
respecting the rule of law are
“the grounding wire of our global
power” and give the U.S. “an
abiding advantage” on the world
stage.
“Though many of these values
have come under intense pressure
in recent years, even pushed to
the brink in the last few weeks,
the American people are going to
merge from this stronger, more
determined and better equipped
to unite the world in fighting to
defend democracy – because we
have fought for it ourselves,” he
said during a 20-minute speech at
the State Department.
Biden, accompanied by Vice
President Kamala Harris and
Secretary of State Anthony
Blinken, warned that the U.S.
faces a moment of “accelerating
global challenges” – from a
pandemic to the climate crisis
(See BIDEN, Page 9)
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MANILA — The proposed
Corporate Recovery and Tax
Incentives for Enterprises
(CREATE) Act now only needs
the signature of President Rodrigo
Duterte after Congress ratified the
final version of the measure on
Wednesday.
In their respective plenary
sessions, the Senate and the House
of Representatives ratified the
bicameral conference committee
report on the disagreeing
(See TAX BREAKS, Page 2)

President Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris host meeting on Covid-19 releief with 10 Republican senators, including Mitt
Romney (R-UT), Bill Cassidy (R-LA) and Susan Collins (R-ME)
in the Oval Office on Feb. 1, 2021.

US Senate clears way
to pass Covid relief

WASHINGTON – The Senate
early Friday morning set the
stage for the passage – possibly
by the end of this month – of a
$1.9 trillion COVID stimulus
package that President Joe Biden
is pushing.
The 51-50 vote to approve
a budget resolution, paving the
way for Biden’s American Rescue
Plan to become law, fell along
party lines with every Democrat
in favor and every Republican
opposed. Vice President Kamala
Harris, in her role as president
of the Senate, broke the tie at

5:23 a.m.
“In the early hours of this
morning, the Senate took a critical
step towards providing our health
care heroes, unemployed workers,
small businesses, schools, state
and local governments, and
American families who are trying
to make ends meet, the big and
bold assistance they’ve been
asking for,” Senate Majority
Whip Dick Durbin, D-Ill., said
in a statement following the vote.
The resolution allows
Democrats to use a process known
(See RELIEF, Page 7)

WHO allots 44 million
vaccine doses for PH

MANILA - The Philippines
can expect to receive 44 million
doses of COVID-19 vaccines
this year allocated by the Covax
Facility, with up to 9.2 million
doses arriving in the first half,
a World Health Organization
official said Thursday.
The deliveries will start once
the Philippine government fulfills
the necessary arrangements
needed by the Covax Facility to
ensure smooth vaccine rollout
and other requirements of
manufacturrs Pfizer BioNTech
and AstraZeneca, said Dr.

Rabindra Abeyasinghe, WHO
representative to the Philippines.
“When all of those requirements
are met and we believe that the
Philippines is on track to do that,
we are looking potentially at a
maximum of 9.2 million doses
coming through the Covax facility
by March or April of this year. We
are optimistic that the remainder
of the 44 million doses will come
later on in the year,” Abeyasinghe
said, adding that the Philippines
will have access to up to 9.2
million AstraZeneca vaccines
(See VACCINE, Page 6)

Biden tells
Myanmar
generals:
Yield power
YANGON, Myanmar —
US President Joe Biden called
on Myanmar ’s generals to
“relinquish power” Thursday
and demanded they free civilian
leaders detained in this week’s
coup, as his administration said it
was considering sanctions.
Wa s h i n g t o n h a s l e d
international condemnation of
Monday’s putsch, which saw
democratic leaders including
Aung San Suu Kyi detained and
ignited fears that the military will
drag 54 million people back to the
decades of junta rule that turned
Myanmar into one of Asia’s most
impoverished and repressive
nations.
“There can be no doubt: in a
democracy, force should never
seek to overrule the will of the
people or attempt to erase the
outcome of a credible election,”
Biden said from Washington,
in his first major foreign policy
speech as president.
“The Burmese military should
relinquish power they have
seized, release the advocates and
activists and officials they have
detained, lift the restrictions in
telecommunications, and refrain
from violence.”
Biden spoke hours after his
national security adviser, Jake
Sullivan, said the White House
(See MYANMAR, Page 9)

House panel
OKs cha-cha
resolution
MANILA — Less than a
month after it resumed hearings,
the House committee on
constitutional amendments has
approved a resolution amending
restrictive economic provisions
in the Constitution while retaining
the ban on foreign ownership of
land.
Voting 64-3-3, the committee
approved on Monday Resolution
of Both Houses (RBH) No. 2
proposed by Speaker Lord Allan
(See CHA-CHA, Page 8)
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SouthCal seeing drop in Covid-19 cases, but...

LOS ANGELES -- Case
numbers, hospitalizations and
other key COVID-19 metrics
are dropping across the board in
California.
But they’re still not as low
as they were before the fall and
winter surge.
The state reported 12,064 new
cases Tuesday, with an additional
422 deaths.
Los Angeles County reported
3,763 new cases, along with 205
new deaths. The county has now
passed 17,000 deaths from the
virus.
Hospitalizations are down
almost 30% over the last 14 days
and ICU capacity continues to
move in a positive direction.

Still, new cases and infections
remain higher than they were
during last summer’s surge and 54
of California’s 58 counties remain
in the most restrictive, purple tier
for limits on activities.
The region is also seeing new
variants in the coronavirus that are
considered more contagious, one
known as the West Coast variant
and another as the UK variant.
“The variants of course
create another wild card, another
unknown,” ,” said Dr. Mark Ghaly,
secretary of California’s Health
and Human Services Agency.
“Those that are more infectious
because they bind to the human
cell a little more and get into our
cells and begin to replicate and

make people sick or at least able
to transmit the virus - those are
real concerns.”
Los Angeles County Health
Officer Dr. Muntu Davis said it
remains to be seen how effective
the current vaccines are against
the new variants.
“So far they are working,”
Davis said. “For some of the
variants it’s not as effective,
but that doesn’t mean it’s not
effective.”
CVS Pharmacy locations
are expected to start offering
vaccinations to qualified
individuals starting Feb. 11,
depending on the availability of
supply. If enough is available,
people who meet the state’s

People wait in line at a coronavirus testing and vaccination site in
Los Angeles, California, on December 30, 2020.
eligibility requirements can start
making appointments next week.
A state of California website
allows members of the public to

sign up for notifications when
they might be eligible to receive
the vaccine and then schedule an
appointment.

TAX BREAKS
(From Page 1)

provisions of Senate Bill No.
1357 and House Bill No. 4157,
which are the two chamber’s own
version of the CREATE bill.
The measure seeks to reform
corporate income taxes and
incentives in the country.
Under the proposed law, the
corporate income tax will be
immediately reduced from the
current 30 percent to 20 percent
for domestic corporations with
total assets not exceeding P100
million, excluding land, and total
net taxable income of not more
than P5 million, Senator Pia
Cayetano said prior to the bicam
report’s ratification.
Cayetano sponsored the bill on
the floor as chair of the ways and
means committee chair and led the
Senate contingent to the bicam.
The corporate income tax of
all other corporations, meanwhile,
will be lowered to 25 percent.
The bill would also lower the
minimum corporate income tax
(MCIT) from 2 percent to one
percent effective July 2021 until
June 30, 2023.
Other key provisions of the
CREATE bill include:
• One percent tax rate for
Proprietary Educational
Institutions and Hospitals which
are non-Profit effective July 1,
2021 until June 30, 2023
• Value-added tax (VAT)
exemption threshold for socialized
and low-cost housing to P2.5
million and P4.2 million for house
and lot
• VAT exemption for medicines
for cancer, mental illness,
tuberculosis, and kidney diseases
• VAT-free importation and
sale of COVID-19 medicines,
PPEs beginning until December
31, 2023
• Reduced preferential tax
rates from 10 percent to 1 percent
for non-profit hospitals and
educational institutions effective
July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2023.
“We ratify this unprecedented
measure that will serve as our
roadmap to a more sustainable
future, as well as our fulfillment
of the overdue reforms in the
country’s tax and fiscal incentives
system,” Cayetano said.
“Some 25 years ago, the first
bill was filed on the rationalizing
of incentives. A quarter of a
century ago. We’ve come a long
way since then,” she added.
“The pandemic has changed
us. It has changed the way we
work, the way we live, and the
way we do business. Necessarily,
such an important fiscal measure
would change, too,” she further
said.
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Biden signs immigration EOs, forms
group to reunite separated families

Former President Donald J. Trump

Trump won’t testify
at impeachment trial

WASHINGTON – Former
President Donald Trump said
Thursday he will not testify in the
Senate impeachment trial, denying
a request from Democratic
prosecutors who want him to
answer questions under oath.    
Rep. Jamie Raskin, D-Md.,
a former constitutional law
professor leading the Democrats’
case, wrote a letter to Trump
saying his response to the
article of impeachment earlier
this week had “denied many
factual allegations,” and therefore
Democrats requested he testify as
early as next Monday and no later
than next Thursday.
“If you decline this invitation,
we reserve any and all rights,
including the right to establish
at trial that your refusal to
testify supports a strong adverse
inference regarding your actions
(and inaction) on January 6,
2021,” Raskin wrote, referring to
the Capitol riots last month.
Trump’s attorneys responded
to the request by blasting it as a
“public relations stunt.” In a letter
to Raskin and House prosecutors,
Bruce Castor Jr. and David Schoen
argued that needing testimony
from the former president shows
Democrats “cannot prove your
allegations against the 45th
President of the United States,
who is now a private citizen.”
“The use of our Constitution
to bring a purported impeachment

proceeding is much too serious
to try to play these games,” the
attorneys wrote.
Ali Pardo, a spokeswoman for
Trump, clarified to USA TODAY
the former president had no
intention of going under oath as
part of the trial.
“The President will not
testify in an unconstitutional
proceeding,” she said.
Democrats want to ask Trump
questions about arguments his
lawyers made in a pretrial brief
unveiled Tuesday. His attorneys,
in a 14-page filing, argued
Trump’s baseless claims of
election fraud, which Democrats
alleged incited the riot, were
protected free speech and denied
he played any part in inciting
the attack, which left multiple
people dead. If Trump testifies,
the Democratic impeachment
managers would likely press him
on the arguments in the brief and
question whether his remarks had
no relation to the riot.
Democrats in the House
impeached Trump in January
for inciting the Jan. 6 riot at the
Capitol. The Senate begins oral
arguments Tuesday.
Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C.,
who said he had been in contact
with Trump, called the request for
Trump’s testimony “a political
showboat move,” noting the
House didn’t call any witnesses
before their impeachment vote
Jan. 13.

WASHINGTON -- President
Joe Biden signed three executive
orders Tuesday that take aim
at his predecessor’s hardline
immigration policies and try to
rectify the consequences of those
policies, including by establishing
a task force designed to reunite
families separated at the USMexico border.
The latest orders build upon
the actions taken in Biden’s
first days in office and begin to
provide a clearer picture of the
administration’s immigration
priorities.
“I’m not making new law, I’m
eliminating bad policy,” Biden
said at the White House, flanked
by Vice President Kamala Harris
and newly confirmed Homeland
Security Secretary Alejandro
Mayorkas, of the stream of
executive orders he’s signed as
President.
“This is about how America’s
safer, stronger, more prosperous
when we have a fair, orderly,
and humane legal immigration
system,” Biden said.
The orders signed Tuesday
largely direct reviews of policies
and do not have an immediate
impact, concerning immigration
advocates and attorneys
scrambling for answers on the
future of migrants subject to
Trump-era policies.
Alida Garcia, vice president of
advocacy at FWD.us, told CNN
she was excited about Tuesday’s
announcements, but noted that
there’s also “frustration around
the urgency that exists for service
providers to have clarity in their
ability to advise people in life or
death situations.”
“We hope to hear more hard
logistics soon,” she added.
Hours into his presidency,
Biden moved to swiftly undo many
Trump administration policies in
a series of executive actions. He
also sent an immigration bill to

Immigrants rally in front of the US Supreme Court
Congress. But his administration
has already faced legal hurdles in
implementing those policies. Last
week, for example, a federal judge
temporarily blocked Biden’s 100day pause on deportations, as the
case proceeds.
The Senate voted 56-43 on
Tuesday to confirm Mayorkas as
Homeland Security secretary, the
first Latino and immigrant to serve
at the helm of the department.
Creating a task force to
reunify families
During his presidential
campaign, Biden pledged to set up
a task force focused on identifying
and reunifying families separated
at the US-Mexico border under
the Trump administration’s
controversial “zero tolerance”
policy. The administration’s
new task force stems from that
promise.
The task force will be chaired
by the Department of Homeland
Security secretary and work
across the US government, along
with partners, to find parents
separated from their children
under the former administration.
CNN previously reported that first
lady Jill Biden is expected to take
an active role in the task force.
The secretary of state, Health and
Human Services secretary and
the attorney general will also be
involved.
It will be charged with

identifying all children separated
from their parents or legal
guardians on the southern border,
facilitating and enabling the
reunification of children with their
families, and providing regular
reports to the President, including
one containing recommendations.
The consequences of the
“zero tolerance” policy which
led to the separation of thousands
of families are still felt today.
Lawyers are unable to reach the
parents of 611 children who had
been split from their families by
US border officials between 2017
and 2018, according to the latest
court filing in an ongoing family
separation case.
“The Biden administration is
committed to remedying this awful
harm the Trump administration
inflicted on families,” a senior
administration official said,
calling the policy a “moral failure”
and “national shame.”
Biden called the policy a “stain”
on the country’s reputation.
“By the grace of God and
goodwill of the neighbors,
we’ll reunite these children and
reestablish our reputation as being
a haven for people in need,” he
said.
The Justice Department also
officially rescinded the policy
last week in a memo to federal
prosecutors, even though it had
already been ended.
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The price of leadership

GUEST EDITORIAL

Myanmar’s woes

THE WORLD awakened on Monday with troubling news
from Myanmar: Its military had taken control, and had
declared a state of emergency for one year. The military chief
has been installed in power. The ruling party’s leader, Aung
San Suu Kyi, had been detained.
In a statement, the military said the move was prompted
by election fraud.
Myanmar is no stranger to military rule; the junta reigned
for almost 50 years. Suu Kyi herself spent a total of 15 years
in detention, and because of her quiet resistance and the hope
that she inspired among her people, she was given the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1991. It was only in 2011 that that military
gave way to a democratic, civilian-led government. Four years
later, Suu Kyi and the National League for Democracy swept
an election hailed by the rest of the world as fair and free.
In those past 10 years, much has happened, even though
much work remained to be done. For example, the constitution
guarantees that the military would have a quarter of all seats
in parliament and control of the most powerful ministries.
Suu Kyi, who was once revered as an icon of democracy, fell
from grace in the eyes of the world for her failure to address
the crisis besetting the Rohingya people and the violence that
they faced.
Still, the people benefited much from the change. Myanmar
began to attract investments and encouraged entrepreneurs
among its own people. As the country opened up and
telecommunication infrastructure significantly improved,
the youth were able to express themselves in technology, the
arts and other fields. Famed spots were opened to tourists.
Alas, in the aftermath of the coup d’etat, the climate
of fear and intimidation returned overnight, and people
mostly stayed home, waiting to hear what was going on. The
uncertainty is fueled by the disruption of telecommunication
services, on which the people have come to rely. That the
COVID-19 pandemic is still a threat does not offer any
measure of comfort at all.
What is happening in Myanmar is a reality that many
countries, democratic or otherwise, so painfully know. It is
the affairs of the select few at the top that determine what
happens to the rest of us: Their infighting, interests, and even
their compromises define the kind of life that the rest of the
population endure. We are sure that the ordinary Myanmar
citizen does not care for the egos of the generals, or what
agreements they forged with Suu Kyi and the civilian leaders.
Unfortunately, though, it is the people whose routines are
disrupted, small conveniences are denied, and futures are
made bleak. – Manila Standard
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BARELY a few days after
being sworn in as Secretary of
State, Antony Blinken spoke
with counterparts in Asia, the
Pacific, and Europe. The calls
included discussions of defense
and security in the Indo-Pacific
region. The US has pledged to
support her allies in maritime
disputes in the South China Sea
and East China Sea.
Indeed, the US is eager to renew
her alliances with old allies like
Japan, the Philippines, Thailand,
and Australia with whom the US
has treaty obligations to defend
against aggression. The other
treaty allies of the US are South
Korea and Israel. In a nutshell,
if one of America’s treaty allies
is attacked, the US will come to
her aid.
President Joe Biden and
Japanese Prime Minister
Yoshihide Suga talked about the
defense of the Senkaku Islands
while Blinken pledged to support
the Philippines in the event of
armed attack in the South China
Sea (SCS) of which about 80% of
the waters is claimed by China.
The area claimed is delineated
by the so-called Nine-Dash-Line,
which includes most of the Spratly
archipelago that the Philippines
claimed as her territory.
Blinken “reaffirmed that a
strong US-Philippine alliance is
vital to a free and open Indo-Pacific
region” in a call to Philippine
foreign Secretary Teodoro Locsin.
One might ask: Why didn’t
Biden call Philippine President
Rodrigo Duterte directly? Well,
the relationship between the
US and the Philippines is shaky
right now considering that
Duterte had openly endorsed expresident Donald Trump during
the November 3rd election,
the only national leader who
did. However, with Duterte
administration coming to an

end in 2022, there might be
opportunities to re-engage in
dialogues on how to reinvigorate
the teetering alliance.
Defense of Taiwan
B l i n k e n ’s r e m a r k s t o
Southeast Asian allies indicate
the hardline stance will continue
for the new administration. And
to stress the seriousness of Biden’s
commitment, the Pentagon
deployed the aircraft carrier battle

With the nation
divided, Biden
has to grapple
with right-wing
politics, as
Trump will wage
guerilla warfare
against his
administration.
group led by the USS Theodore
Roosevelt to the South China
Sea to conduct routine operations
“to ensure freedom of the seas,
build partnerships that foster
maritime security.” It was also
at a time when tensions between
China and Taiwan have raised the
temperature in the Taiwan Strait.
It’s important to note that
China vowed to attack Taiwan
in 2020. Well, that was last year
and nothing happened. But the
conventional wisdom is that
China would invade Taiwan at
some point in time. She is just
waiting for the opportune time to
do so. In the event of an attack,

the US is obligated by US law to
defend Taiwan, which means war
will break out!
U.S. Indo-Pacific Command
said in a statement the battle group
entered the SCS on January 23rd,
the same day Taiwan reported
a large incursion of Chinese
bombers and fighter jets into its
air defense identification zone in
the vicinity of the Pratas Islands.
The day before, January 22nd,
China authorized her coast guard
to fire on foreign vessels and
to demolish other countries’
structures built on reefs and
islands claimed by China, which
by inference includes the Pagasa Island that is occupied by
civilian Filipinos and a marine
contingent. If China proceeds
with the destruction of Pagasa, that would be considered
an invasion since Pag-asa is a
municipal town of the province of
Palawan. The Philippines could
then invoke the US-Philippines
Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT).
Defense of the Philippines
The question is: Why is the
SCS important to the US that
she would defend the Philippines
against Chinese aggression?
If China restricts American
passage in the SCS, it could cause
innumerable damage to U.S.’s
trade and economy. In 2011, $5.3
trillion in trade passed through the
SCS, $1.2 trillion of which was
tied to the U.S. About 90% of
East Asian energy imports pass
through the SCS. In 2014, the
U.S. exported $79 billion in goods
to countries around the SCS, and
imported $127 billion from them
that same year. It is therefore
in the U.S.’s best interest that
the SCS should remain open to
maritime navigation.
But the importance of
controlling the SCS is that it
connects to the Indian Ocean
(See DIAZ, Page 6)

Trump zeroed in on his golfing
priorities during his presidency

DONALD TRUMP spent
10 months golfing: The longsought period in reference to his
48-month-schedule was recorded
as intentionally pursued in golfing
by Trump himself.
That’s as much as the outgoing
President Barack Obama did in
his two-term presidency. Records
have indicated how often Obama
golfed in the 8-year period of his
incumbency.
What’s so revealing is how
those Trump-pleasure trips cost
taxpayers about $144 million:
In flying Marine One
back and forth to the airport;
flying Air Force One to and
from Florida and New Jersey
as well as how taxpayer funds
had to handle the job of taking
care of the Secret Service on
room rentals and meals which
added to every out-of-town golf
“expedition,” charged to federal
funds paid to the Trump hotels
and restaurants.
A portion of that period spent
by the then one-term US president
loudly underscored how 24
million Americans were infected
by the corona virus #19.
Did Donald Trump ever pay
attention to the day-in and day-out
numerical increases that befell his
country’s fellow Americans?
The response is loud and clear
in its blatancy.
Statistics have indicated how
Donald Trump himself

tried to change the flow
of the contagion even at the
start of burgeoning reports of
how the country found itself
the victim: Missing the quality
of concern a chief executive

Trump spent
298 days
playing golf
illustrating his
egoistic style of
governing via
his own golf
resorts.
would have resorted to at the time
although news about the extent
of the corona virus did catch the
initial attention of the population.
In fact, Trump predicted the
disaster’s presence would “go
away” just like any kind of flu
that has been described by the
country’s medical authorities.
What has gone into detail after
the departure of Trump and his
family on January 20, 2021, has

proven to be a “White House
Cleaning.”
Reportedly, the entire building
has been soaked in Lysol owing
to the multiple corona virus
infections that were recorded as
having “broke out there.”
Actually, Trump would have
saved the day had he subjected
himself to moral cleansing.
Even as preparations from
the president elect’s committees
were taking place, there was that
unprecedented discourtesy that
pervaded Pre-Inaugural rites.
On so many occasions,
the outgoing U.S. executive
announced how he was not going
to concede at all. He lived up to
being graceless, underscoring how
he refused to observe protocol
likewise as learned from
worldwide media reports.
Trump’s proclamations about
non-admission of his successor’s
clear and transparent victory were
totally ignored by Trump himself:
How he clearly intentionally
underscored the veritable absence
of protocol and understanding on
what the departing position of
the Number One Citizen of the
Republic happened as he made
emphatic his vile deportment.
Instead, reportedly, information
sources laid bare how Donald
Trump stage-managed his egoboosting farewell rally at Joint
Base Andrews, replete with the
(See ONGKEKO, Page 7)
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These 3 Pacific military flashpoints
could shape Biden’s China strategy
By the CNN staff

A populist revolt
in the stock market
By Randy David/ Inquirer.net

IT HAS BEEN a crazy week
in Wall Street, where the entire
financial services industry of
the United States, including the
New York Stock Exchange and
Nasdaq, is located. The place
has become the epicenter of a
populist revolt being waged by
small “amateur” retail investors
against those they perceive to
be the grand manipulators of
the financial markets—hedge
fund managers, brokerage firms,
gigantic investment houses, and
their enablers in the mainstream
media.
Operating through online
trading apps (like Robinhood,
We b u l l , a n d e To r o ) a n d
coordinating their actions through
messaging boards on social media
platforms like Reddit, these
insurrectionists of the stock
market are mobilizing an army
that is driven not mainly by profit
but by a passionate resentment
against the rapacious few that
make money at the expense
of everyone else. Their most
hated targets are the so-called
“short-sellers”—professional
investors that make their money
from driving down the value of
certain stocks by dumping them
and then buying them back at a
lower price.
Mostly young people who have
basically known no other reality
but that of the digital world, the
stock markets’ new warriors
are leveraging their mastery
of the internet to challenge the
power of the entrenched financial
oligarchy. They want to show that
the latter are not only unworthy
of government bailout (“too
big to fail”) when they are in
trouble, but also deserving of
being destroyed.
H e r e ’s a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e
sentiment posted on the
“Wallstreetbets” forum a few days
ago, addressed to the “enemy”:
“Your continued existence is
a sharp reminder that the ones
in charge of so much hardship
during the ‘08 crisis were not
punished. And your blatant
disregard for the law, made
obvious months ago through
your illegal naked short selling
and more recently your obscene
market manipulation after hours
shows that you haven’t learned a
single thing since ‘08. And why
would you? Your ilk were bailed
out and rewarded for terrible and
illegal financial decisions that
negatively changed the lives of
millions.”
The guy who wrote this says
he had just paid his rent with a
credit card so he could use all his
available cash in the bank to hold
the line and buy more shares of
GameStop, a videogame retailer

that has been victimized by shortsellers. And he’s enjoining all his
comrades out there to keep the
faith and do the same if they are
to become a “global force” to be
reckoned with.
Ironically, many are looking
to China’s mass of active retail
investors to join this emergent
populist movement, and to
use the huge resources at their
disposal to upend oligarchic
power in the global equities
market. The volatility that this
fledgling movement injects into
the world’s financial markets
cannot be scoffed at. Hedge fund
managers have found themselves
compelled to sell some of their
other assets elsewhere in order to
cover their losses, thus plunging
world markets to new lows just
this past week.
It is easy to mock this
development as nothing but
the fanciful protest of a digital
generation that is out to remake
the global order using the virtual
weapons at their disposal. John
Cassidy, in a recent column for
New Yorker magazine, sees this
phenomenon as just another
instance of financial mania—“the
madness of crowds.” Nothing new
here, he surmises. “Looking past
the short sellers, who are relatively
few in number, many professional
investors have been playing the
speculative game, even though
they know that it’s likely to end
badly.”
I am not so sure. Though I know
little about how stock markets
work, I would not be so dismissive
of the perturbations that this new
army of differently-motivated
online traders can potentially
create given that they are able to
coordinate their actions in real
time through online messaging
boards. Still, many in mainstream
media prefer to see them as a shortterm isolated threat to the stability
of the US financial markets.
The problem, I think, is that
they continue to be constrained by
the limited discourses of the local,
(See REDDIT, Page 8)

ONTOG

ANY SUGGESTION that the
departure of former US President
Donald Trump from Washington
would provide a temporary pause
in US-China tensions has been
swiftly dispelled.
In the short time since President
Joe Biden was sworn into office,
China has flown more than two
dozen combat aircraft near to the
self-ruled island of Taiwan and
passed a law allowing its coast
guard to fire on foreign vessels.
Meanwhile, the US Navy has sent
an aircraft carrier strike group into
the South China Sea.
Analysts say such moves are
likely only the beginning of what
is expected to be a potentially
uneasy initial relationship between
the new Biden administration and
Beijing.
“China often uses a series of
‘tests’ to determine a competitor’s
intentions or willingness to
respond to China’s actions,” said
Carl Schuster, a former director
of operations at the US Pacific
Command’s Joint Intelligence
Center.
Next steps from Beijing could
include large-scale military
exercises near Taiwan or in the
South China Sea, or stopping
foreign vessels in the name of
enforcing Chinese maritime
regulations, Schuster said.
Beijing will be trying to
determine where the Biden

administration’s “red lines” are,
added Schuster.
But incoming Biden Cabinet
secretaries have made clear where
his administration will stand on
Chinese territorial claims in the
Indo-Pacific.
“I think China is our most
challenging, our most significant
challenge going forward,” new
Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin
told his confirmation hearing last
week.
The Defense Department
would focus on convincing China,
or any adversary, that taking on
the US military would be “a very
bad idea,” Austin said.
Here’s a look at the three key
flashpoints between the two sides:
The South China Sea
China claims almost all of
the 1.3 million square mile
South China Sea. Since 2014
it has built up tiny reefs and

sandbars into man-made artificial
islands, fortified with missiles,
runways and weapons systems
-- antagonizing governments with
overlapping claims, including the
Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Brunei and Taiwan.
Washington doesn’t recognize
those claims and regularly sends
US warships and military aircraft
through the region.
Part of the US presence
includes freedom of navigation
operations (FONOPS), in which
US Navy ships steam within
12 nautical miles -- the limit
of a nation’s territorial waters
under international law -- of
land features claimed by China,
including the Spratly and Paracel
islands.
The US Navy performed 10
such FONOPS in 2020 under the
Trump administration, equaling
(See FLASHPOINTS, Page 13)

An oxymoron: a divided United States

By Artemio Panganiban
Inquirer.net

JOE BIDEN took his oath as
the 46th American president amid
an oxymoron: A divided United
States that he pledged to unite
and heal in his historic inaugural
address.
Historic, indeed, is Biden’s vow
to restore order; to revive the rule
of law; to heal his countrymen
worst hit by the COVID-19
pandemic; to earn the support of
the 74 million who did not vote
for him; to lift his nation from
economic depression; to reverse
his predecessor’s immigration
policies; and to regain the trust
of the democracies the United
States abandoned during the last
four years. But is he up to the job?
Let us see. Biden was born to
poor parents of Irish descent…
Of a blue-collar father who
instilled in him toughness and
hard work… Was, as a child,
mocked as a stutterer… Overcame
this deficiency by memorizing
poems and repeating them in front
of a mirror… Washed windows
and weeded gardens to help pay
for his high school tuition…
Studied history and political

science before finishing law
unexceptionally, ranking 76th in
a class of 85.
Biden married Neilia Hunter in
1966… Had three children with
her—Beau, Hunter, and Naomi…
Was widowed early when Neilia
and one-year-old Naomi were
killed in an automobile accident
on Dec. 18, 1972 while shopping
for a Christmas tree… Was
consoled by the survival of Beau
and Hunter, but was nonetheless
devastated and considered
suicide… Recovered eventually…
Married five years later, in 1977,
his second wife, Jill Tracy Jacobs,
and begot daughter Ashley Blazer
in 1981.

Riding above his personal
misfortunes, Biden was elected
senator from his native Delaware
six times, 1973-2009…
Aspired for a Democratic Party
nomination for president in 1987
but withdrew after being reported
to have plagiarized a speech…
Was diagnosed shortly thereafter,
in 1988, with life-threatening
brain aneurysms which were
surgically removed… Forayed,
again in 2007, to be the Dems’
nominee for president but backed
out (again) after receiving less
than one percent of the first
caucus ballots… Was asked by
the winner, Barack Obama, to be
(See OXYMORON, Page 8)
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VACCINE: WHO allots
44 million doses for PH

manufactured in South Korea
if it can maintain its targeted
manufacturing capacity.
“The goal of Covax is to
accelerate the development
and manufacture of COVID-19
vaccines, and to guarantee fair
and equitable access for every
country in the world to minimize
the impact of the pandemic, to
save lives, and to facilitate quick
economic recovery,” Abeyasinghe
said.
The Covax program, led by
WHO and the Gavi vaccine
alliance, on Wednesday published
its first distribution list for 337.2
million doses, with the Philippines
among the top 10 recipients of
COVID-19 vaccines.
Some 145 countries are set to
receive enough doses to immunize
3.3 percent of their collective
population by mid-2021, Covax
said.
A statement said the initial
distribution was in line with
a target “to protect the most
vulnerable groups such as health
care workers” in the first half of
the year.
Countries will receive doses
in proportion to population size,
with the most going to India (97.2
million), Pakistan (17.2 million),
Nigeria (16 million), Indonesia
(13.7 million), Bangladesh (12.8
million) and Brazil (10.6 million).
Other big recipients are
Ethiopia (8.9 million), the
Democratic Republic of Congo
(6.9 million), Mexico (6.5
million), the Philippines (5.6
million) and Egypt (5.1 million).
Health Secretary Francisco
Duque III said the Philippine
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AFP chief disavows Parlade’s
threat vs Inquirer reporter

Marikina City’s mega-vaccination facility has just been formally
inaugurated with Mayor Marcy Teodoro leading the rites on
Thursday, Feb. 4, 2021.

(From Page 1)
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has been meeting its timetable
in making ready the cold-chain
facilities and manpower needed
to roll out the vaccines.
The government has already
adapted the National Deployment
and Vaccination Plan, he said.
“Now that we have
successfully secured safe and
effective vaccines for our people,
we are now working to align
the deployment and vaccination
plan up to the local government
units. The current global supply
of COVID-19 vaccines is
scarce, hence we are ensuring
that there will be no wastage in
our COVID-19 immunization
program,” Duque said.
WHO immunization program
coordinator Ann Lindstrand said
priority was given to countries
that had not started vaccinating,
while health worker deaths in
January were also factored in.
For the 92 lower- and lowermiddle income economies
involved in Covax, funding is
covered through donations, while
for richer countries, buying into
bulk purchases operates like a
back-up insurance policy for their
own vaccination programs.
The first wave distribution list
includes 240 million doses of the
AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine,
licensed to the Serum Institute
of India; 96 million advancepurchased AstraZeneca-Oxford
doses; and 1.2 million doses of the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine.
Both vaccines require two
injected doses.
P f i z e r- B i o N Te c h i s t h e
only vaccine to have received
emergency use approval from
the WHO.

MANILA - The military
will be looking into Lt. Gen.
Antonio Parlade Jr.‘s threats
against a reporter he has accused
of supporting communist rebels
in penning a report about those
accused under the Anti-Terrorism
Act of 2020.
Lt. Gen. Cirilito Sobejana, the
new military chief, said Parlade,
who heads the Southern Luzon
Command, does not speak for the
armed forces whose designated
spokesperson is Maj. Gen. Edgard
Arevalo.
Parlade claimed earlier
this week that the news report
of Inquirer.net justice beat
reporter Tetch Torres-Tupas was
“fake” and that it showed she
was providing aid to “terrorists,”
referring to communist insurgents.
Torres-Tupas’ story was about
two men from the Aeta indigenous
minority who were the first to be
accused under the anti-terrorism
law. Junior Ramos and Japer
Gurung asked the court to join
petitioners before the Supreme
Court seeking to declare the law
unconstitutional.
The two respondents have
claimed they were tortured into
admitting being members of the
New People’s Army—a retraction
which, if proven, would nullify
their admission as it was made
under duress.
Torres-Tupas’ report was not
distinct from those of other media
outlets’ articles about the Ramos
and Gurung’s motion.
Still, Parlade dropped hints of
a possible lawsuit against TorresTupas under the very law she
was reporting about—the AntiTerrorism Act.

AFP chief Lt. Gen. Cirilito Sobejana
Parlade is also the spokesperson
for the controversial National
Task Force to End Communist
Armed Conflict or NTF-ELCAC,
a Malacañang-backed group
previously condemned for redtagging civilian organizations,
thereby risking their security and
stifling their grievances against
government policies.
He said Torres-Tupas sourced
her report from New Yorkbased Human Rights Watch and
independent media outlets Kodao
and Bulatlat, both of which the
NTF-ELCAC earlier red-tagged
as propaganda machines of the
armed communists.
Sobejana, the military chief,
said Parlade’s remarks would
have to be validated first. “We
will talk about it and present to
the public whatever we are able
to gather,” he said in an interview
with ANC.
Sobejana did not elaborate
on the nature of such validation,
which could be an informal
information gathering about
Torres-Tupas herself.
He did refer indirectly to the

nature of Parlade’s remarks. “We
should exercise due diligence para
sa ganon makapagbigay tayo ng
magandang serbisyo sa ating mga
kababayan. We should not hurt
anybody unless he is an enemy of
the state,” Sobejana said.
“We have to really properly
identify the enemies of the state
as what I said so that walang
collateral damage and so on.
So rest assured na magiging
deliberate kami sa aming mga
ginagawa,” he added.
Sobejana, in another interview
with CNN Philippines, bared
his objective to destroy local
terrorism during his six months
armed forces chief.
“My focus now is going after
the real threat–the communist
terrorist group as well as the local
terrorist groups,” he said.
The National Union of
Journalists of the Philippines and
the Justice and Court Reporters
Association, journalists covering
the justice beat, denounced
Parlade for hinting to sue TorresTupas over her report.
The NUJP said Parlade might
not have read the report due to
incorrect details in his allegations.

DIAZ: The price of leadership
(From Page 4)

through the Strait of Malacca.
In other words, the country that
controls the Strait of Malacca
controls the SCS and therefore
controls trade that passes through
the Strait of Malacca.
The US has a strong presence
in the Indian Ocean where she
has a large naval and air base in
the tiny island of Diego Garcia
strategically located in the middle
of the Indian Ocean. It is owned
by the British Indian Ocean
Territory. In 1971, the UK leased
Diego Garcia to the US, which
then built a massive air and naval
base. It controls the Indian Ocean
in the same way that Guam – a
US territory where another air
and naval base is strategically
located -- controls the Pacific. It
is amazing how two small islands
located in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean and Indian Ocean have
significant roles in the defense of
Pax Americana or world peace.
On the shoulders of Secretary
of State Antony Blinken and
Secretary of Defense Lloyd
Austin, a retired four-star
general, rest the responsibility
of keeping America’s strength
in top shape, ready to respond to
threats from America’s enemies
who constantly attempt to pierce
America’s defenses. For as long
as America remains strong under
a strong president, America will
remain the free world’s leader.
Insurrection
The US has just survived an
insurrection from within. It was

US President Joe Biden
incited by then President Trump
who encouraged his supporters
to attack the Capitol on January
6th. The rioters stopped a joint
session of Congress, which was
convened to count the Electoral
College votes. The National
Guard arrived and cleared the
Capitol of the rioters. Six people
died during the rioting. Vice
President Mike Pence reconvened
the joint session and continued the
tabulation of the Electoral College
votes. To Trump’s consternation,
Pence declared Biden the winner
of the presidential election!
But as Biden was about to take
office on January 20th, Trump
threatened to declare martial
law, arrest Biden, and impose
his power upon the American
people. However, the military
didn’t support him and in the end
he backed off and flew to Mar-aLago in exile, a broken man.
But Trump will remain a thorn
on Biden’s back. With a nation

divided, Biden has to grapple with
right-wing politics, as Trump will
wage guerilla warfare against the
Biden administration. On January
30th Trump called the disgraced
congresswoman Marjorie Taylor
Greene, a QAnon conspiracy
theorist, to tell her that he’s
supporting her amid calls for her
expulsion from Congress. Greene
said that she’ll “never apologize”
as she faces backlash over recent
controversial comments. Trump’s
call to Greene sends the opening
salvo in Trump’s war against the
Biden administration. Trump is
back in the game! Such is the
price of leadership.
It is my fervent hope that
President Biden’s presidency will
usher America to new heights and
greater glory. I pray that God
gives President Biden the wisdom
to lead and protect the American
people. Hail to the Chief! May
God bless the United States of
America.
(PerryDiaz@gmail.com)
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Senators slam Parlade

MANILA — Opposition
Senator Francis Pangilinan has
called for the relief of Armed
Forces of the Philippines (AFP)
Southern Luzon Command chief
Lt. Gen. Antonio Parlade Jr. for
his recent remarks against an
INQUIRER.net reporter.
Pangilinan said on Thursday
Defense Secretary Delfin
Lorenzna must also “show Parlade
the door” after the latter’s tirades
against reporter Tetch TorresTupas, over her story on Aetas
who supposedly endured torture
from the military, and who filed
a petition before the Supreme
Court (SC).
According to the senator,
Parlade must suffer the same fate
as AFP deputy chief of staff for
intelligence Maj. Gen. Alex Luna,
who was relieved after blunders on
list of supposed former University
of the Philippines (UP) students
who joined the communist armed
movement.
“Enough
of
this
unprofessionalism and lack of
discipline with such baseless,
erroneous public statements. Like
AFP Intel Chief Luna, Lorenzana
should show Parlade the door,”
Pangilinan said in a tweet.
Earlier, Senator Panfilo Lacson

called Parlade’s against TorresTupas as careless and unnecessary,
as he believes such actions would
affect how people and the court
perceives the Anti-Terrorism Act
— as the oral arguments regarding
the controversial law is being
heard by the Supreme Court.
Parlade’s remarks against the
reporter stemmed from her story,
entitled “Tortured Aetas seek
SC help against anti-terror law”,
wherein the petition of the Aetas
against the Anti-Terrorism Act
was discussed. The Aetas are
arguing that the said law should be
declared unconstitutional.
According to Parlade, reports
of Aetas being tortured were

misleading as he claims that it
never occurred.
But groups like the National
Union of Journalists in the
Philippines (NUJP) have pointed
out that Torres-Tupas was only
writing about the petition.
The military official then
labeled her a propagandist of
the Communist Party of the
Philippines. He then implied that
charges could be filed against the
reporter for “aiding the terrorists
by spreading lies.”
Other media groups and
organizations have called out
Parlade for the remarks, with
Torres-Tupas’ co-members from
the Justice and Court Reporters
Association (JUCRA) stressing
that most of their members also
wrote the same story — giving
an implication that the whole beat
should be implicated.
“Parlade did not only red-tag
Tupas, he also threatened her with
prosecution just because he did
her job, which all of us in JUCRA
do every day. JUCRA members
also reported the Aetas’ petition
for intervention, based on the
same Supreme Court pleading.
Should we all await for a threat
from Parlade too?” the statement
read.

would provide $1,400 in direct
payments to individuals, provide
$160 billion to distribute
COVID tests and vaccines, and
provide hundreds of billions to
cash-strapped state and local
governments to stay afloat and
open schools.
Biden was scheduled to
meet with House Democratic
leaders and deliver remarks on
the economy on Friday as his
administration presses Congress
to pass his $1.9 trillion COVID-19
relief package.
The Oval Office meeting,
which also will include the
Democratic leaders of House
committees working on COVID
relief, comes just hours after the
Senate set the stage for passage of
the package, possibly by the end
of the month.
After the meeting with
Democrats, Biden will speak
about the economy and the need

for the rescue package in an
address from the White House
State Dining Room.
Biden isn’t budging from his
demand for $1.9 trillion in COVID
relief, arguing the package is
needed to help Americans recover
from the economic fallout of
the pandemic. His proposal
calls for another round of direct
$1,400 payments to millions
of Americans, $130 billion to
reopen the nation’s schools, $350
billion in aid to state and local
governments, $160 billion for
vaccine testing and equipment,
$50 billion for grants and loans to
businesses and raising the federal
minimum wage to $15 an hour.
Ten Senate Republicans are
pushing a smaller $618 billion
proposal that would scrap the aid
to state and local governments,
reduce the stimulus checks from
$1,400 to $1,000 and remove
Biden’s proposal to boost the
minimum wage.

Lt. Gen. Antonio Parlade Jr.

RELIEF: Senate paves way for passage
(From Page 1)

as “reconciliation,” which allows
budget-related bills to bypass
a Senate filibuster. Without it,
Democrats would need at least
60 votes – which would require
at least 10 Republicans – a tall
order given the opposition from
GOP lawmakers.
Republicans objected to the
bill on several grounds: It was too
big for a nation already dealing
with spiraling debt; it included an
increase to the federal minimum
wage that would kill jobs: and the
aid from previous stimulus bills
had yet to be fully exhausted.
“We passed a $900 billion bill
in December and only 20% of
the money that we appropriated
is even out the door yet,” Texas
GOP Sen. John Cornyn said.
Committees in the House and
Senate will now start working
on several aspects of Biden’s
American Rescue Plan, which

ONGKEKO: Trump’s golfing cost taxpayers
(From Page 4)

hymn “Hail to the Chief” and a
21-gun salute which provided
another opportunity for him to
stage a speech about how “great”
he was.
All the above took place before
he departed on Air Force One to
the Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida’s
Palm Beach, his current residence.
Would any departing president
ever conceive of creating any
such like ill-phased actions after
leaving his post? No, not one
has been recorded in history as
having done what Trump did. In
news reports that rallies did take
place: Did any other former U.S.
president ever conceive of similar
bad taste
in the manner by which he
illustrated his farewell to his coAmericans?
As numerous critics were
reportedly heard to say: “Only the
most highly insensitive of human
beings that ever stalked this earth
would ever conceive such goingout procedures and Donald Trump
proved he is one.”
At least, the Donald Trump
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Donald Trump plays golf at Mar-A-Lago in Florida.
virtual exit will prove how his
“all-time record” for lies and
fabricated stories will no longer
occupy news reports.
Statistics repeat how Trump
made 30,573 lies or misleading
claims during his 4-year period
in office.
Trump averaged six such
claims a day in the first year, 16 in
the second, 22 in the third, and 39
per day in his final year --including
more than 800 repetitions of the
Big Lie that the November 2020
election was stolen away from
him.

O v e r t i m e , t h e Tr u m p
presidency, highly described as
the instrument he used to unleash
falsehoods with increasing
frequency and ferocity has made
its exit. YES.
YES, as true Americans will
not just sigh a breath of relief.
They will join a chorus in
prayer that their hopes and
aspirations as Americans will
find their fitting reward as Joseph
B. Biden, the 46th President of
this great nation has sworn how
he will always be there for every
single American regardless of
political affiliation.

Covid-19 death toll in
PH surpasses 11,000
MANILA — Covid-19 has
now killed over 11,000 people
in the country, as 1,894 more
test positive for new coronavirus
SARS-CoV-2, according to the
Department of Health’s (DOH)
report Friday.
DOH said 61 patients have
recently succumbed to the illness,
driving the nationwide death toll
at 11,058.
The health agency also said
the 1,894 new cases brought the
country’s total Covid-19 cases to
533,587, including 34,255 active
patients.
On the other hand, DOH said
397 patients were able to survive
the respiratory disease pushing
the sum of recovered patients to
488,274.
DOH said the active cases
represent 6.4 percent of the total
cases, while recoveries and deaths
represent 91.5 percent and 2.07

percent of the tally, respectively.
Of the active cases, 89
percent are mild, 6 percent are
asymptomatic, 2.3 percent are
critical, 2.2 percent are severe,
and 0.51 percent are moderate
infections, according to DOH.
The figures, however, do not
include data from six laboratories
that were not able to submit their
information on time, DOH said.
Meanwhile, DOH said six
duplicates, including three
recoveries, were removed from the
total case count. Forty-seven cases
previously tagged as recovered
were reclassified as deaths after
final validation.
On hospital capacity for
Covid-19 patients, DOH said 60
percent of total intensive care
unit beds, 65 percent of isolation
beds, and 77 percent of ward beds
were still available as of Friday’s
reporting.

Tanauan City trading
post under rehab
By Jojo Magsombol

TANAUAN CITY, Batangas During the visit of the Department
of Agriculture (DA) Secretary
William Dar the Tanauan City
Trading Post, he said, it formally
granted the rehabilitation project
of the said facility worth 50 million
pesos from the Bayanihan to
Recover as One Act II (Bayanihan
II) fund.
Mayor Angeline “Sweet”
Halili sincerely thanked the said
project.
Landslide rehabilitation
includes the availability of “gymtype building”, canal construction
as well as the city’s “cold storage”
and “packaging facility”.
The expansion of this facility
is expected to benefit 219 stall
owners and 190 sellers of fruits
and vegetables. It is estimated
that local government revenue
will also increase by 20 percent
from this.
With Assistant Secretary
(ASec.) For Operations Engr.
Arnel V. De Mesa, DA IVCALABARZON OIC-Regional
Executive Director Ms. Vilma
M. Dimaculangan and other
department officials, surrounded
by Sec. Dar, Mayor Halili, and
some local government staff went
to the city to find out the status of
the prices of fruits and vegetables.
The Secretary also reminded the
vendors to maintain the quality
and reasonable prices of their
products which are visited not

Mayor Angeline Halili
only by the Tanaueños but also by
residents from neighboring areas.
As part of the department’s
mission to further develop the
city’s agricultural sector, it also
provided 5.8 million pesos
to be set aside for livestock,
maize, “organic agriculture” and
“high-value crops development”
programs.
Among those who greeted
the officials of the Department
of Agriculture and participated
in the activity were City
Administrator Allan P. Credo,
Office of the City Veterinarian
(OCVET) Department Head Dr.
Aries Garcia, City Agriculture
Office Department Head Renato
Cunanan, and staff of the Office
of the Public Market (OPM).
(Maireen Jenzen Nones / CIO
Tanauan | Photo Courtesy: Jun
Mojares
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Coast Guard barred from boarding
Chinese ship in Pilippine waters

MANILA—The crew of
a Chinese research ship that
entered waters off Catanduanes
province without clearance from
the Philippine government refused
access to Philippine Coast Guard
(PCG) men supposedly because
of COVID-19 protocols.
Commodore Armand Balilo,
PCG spokesperson, said a PCG
boat was deployed to inspect
Chinese ship Jia Geng which

entered Philippine waters without
Philippine government clearance
last Jan. 29.
The PCG men were told
they can’t board the Chinese
vessel because of COVID-19
restrictions, according to Balilo.
The Chinese ship should be
subject to Philippine port state
control because it was inside
municipal waters.
“The captain refused to be

PH allows entry of more
foreigners with valid visas
MANILA — The Philippines
has allowed more foreign
nationals with valid visas to enter
the country starting February 16,
2021, Malacañang announced
Friday.
Foreigners with visas issued
as of March 20, 2020 and are still
valid at the time of entry have
been allowed by the Inter–Agency
Task Force for the Management
of Emerging Infectious Diseases
(IATF) to enter the country.
“Also allowed to enter the
Philippines are holders of valid
and existing Special Resident and
Retirees Visa (SRRV) and Section
9 (A) visas as long as they present
an entry exemption document to
the Bureau of Immigration upon
arrival,” he added.
Section 9 (A) or temporary
visitor ’s visa is issued to

foreign nationals coming to the
Philippines for business, tourism
or medical purposes.
But in a separate message to
reporters, Roque said “tourists
[are] not allowed still unless with
exemption.”
“The Commissioner of
Immigration has the exclusive
prerogative to decide on waiver
or recall of exclusion orders for all
foreign nationals allowed to enter
the country under relevant IATF
resolutions,” he further noted.
All foreign nationals allowed
to enter the country must have
pre-booked accommodation for
at least six nights in an accredited
quarantine hotel or facility.
They must also be subject to
Covid-19 testing on the sixth day
from the date of their arrival in
the country.

REDDIT: Populist revolt
(From Page 5)

the national, and the regional.
Because of these blinders, they
cannot see the global interactions
that have been quietly taking
place in every domain of human
existence—in the economy,
mass media, science, the arts,
politics, education, religion, etc.
These interactions have spawned
voluntary communities worldwide
that are skeptical of governmental
authority, seeing this as no
more than the instrument for
perpetuating the wealth and power
of the greedy few.
It would be naïve, of course,
to think that all participants in
these online movements are
equally driven by the same
sentiments. But, as with all online
communities, members create
their own codes and procedures

for ferreting out opportunists and
weeding out the faint of heart.
Those who remain withdraw
anytime at their own will. Bound
by no illusions of permanence,
they are there to inject a dose of
heroic hope into a dreary world.
If one can imagine a global
anarchist movement rising up
against entrenched hierarchies—
brought together and empowered
by an online communication
system, and able to operate
synchronously across time zones,
geographic boundaries, and
functional domains—I suppose
it’s not difficult to see in this
stock market revolt a portent of
something more encompassing
and radical than the “reset” of the
capitalist system that the Davosbased World Economic Forum
thinkers have in mind.
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boarded due to health protocol.
Thus, PCG asked for documents
for verification,” said Balilo.
He said the PCG in Catanduanes
closely watched the ship 24/7 and
monitored its activities throughout
its stay.
Last Jan. 30, he said the PCG
was informed by the Department
of Foreign Affairs that the Chinese
embassy requested for diplomatic
clearance for the ship to take
shelter in Catanduanes due to bad
weather.
At the time the Chinese
ship entered Philippine waters,
however, there was no storm or
strong waves in the area.
According to ship tracking
data shared with INQUIRER.net,
Jia Geng had been conducting
research in the northwest Pacific
Ocean and was running at 1 knot
for a few days before it entered
Philippine waters. The Chinese
ship left Gaoqi Wharf in Fujian
Sheng, China last Dec. 23 and
passed through the high seas

Chinese research ship Jia Geng off Catanduanes
between Taiwan and northern
Luzon before it entered the Pacific.
The Chinese vessel entered the
Philippines’ exclusive economic
zone last Jan. 25. Ryan Martinson,
an assistant professor at the China
Maritime Studies Institute of the
US Naval War College, posted on
Twitter last Jan. 27 that Jia Geng
was located 130 nautical miles
east of Samar province.
A document seen by
INQUIRER.net showed that
the vessel, through the Chinese
embassy, sought clearance from
the Philippine government last
Jan. 30 to anchor in Cabugao
Bay from Jan. 29 to Feb. 2 “due

to weather and sea conditions.”
As of Monday (Feb. 1), Jia
Geng left Cabugao Bay in Bato,
Catanduanes. Balilo said an
Islander plane was sent to oversee
the ship leaving Philippine waters.
The presence of the ship
caused alarm among residents of
Bato, Catanduanes, which was
first spotted on Thursday (Jan.
28), said a report in radio station
dzZRH quoting Bato Mayor Juan
Rodulfo.
Rodulfo, according to the
dzRH report, quoted the PCG
as initially saying it didn’t have
authority over the ship sighted in
the area.

CHA-CHA: House panel OKs resolution
(From Page 1)

Velasco.
Bayan Muna Representatives
Carlos Zarate and Ferdinand
Gaite, and ACT Teachers Rep.
France Castro voted against the
proposed amendments.
House Minority Leader Joseph
Stephen Paduano, Quezon City
Rep. Jose Christopher Belmonte
and Cavite Rep. Jesus Crispin
Remulla abstained.
Under RBH 2, the phrase
“unless otherwise provided by
law” would be added to Articles
12 (national patrimony and
economy), 14 (education, science
and technology) and 16 (general
provisions) of the Constitution.
The approved amendments
would ease restrictions on the
ownership and management
of mass media, public utilities,
educational institutions,
investments and capital for
foreign investors.
But upon the motion of Rep.
Lorenz Defensor, the committee
vice-chair, lawmakers agreed
to drop the proposal to allow
foreigners to own private land in
the Philippines.
The panel thus excluded the
amendment to Article 12, Section

7, which states that “no private
lands shall be transferred or
conveyed except to individuals,
corporations, or associations
qualified to acquire or hold lands
of the public domain.”
Under RBH 2, the House and
the Senate would vote separately
to approve the economic
amendments.
Rep. Alfredo Garbin Jr., the
committee chair, said plenary
debates would start in midFebruary. He earlier suggested
that the plebiscite, where the
people would vote for or against
the proposed amendments, be
held simultaneously with the 2022
national elections to cut on costs.
“It is about time we correct
this unintended anomaly by
introducing an amendment that
gives the legislature the freedom
to amend those time-bound laws
that have been enshrined in the
Constitution to the detriment of
the common good of the Filipinos
now and in the future,” Garbin
said.
Velasco said in a statement
that “the need to attract foreign
capital [was] critical to support
our economy’s recovery from
Covid-19.”

But for Zarate, Charter change
(Cha-cha) was “ill-timed and
[would] only aggravate as well
as worsen the country’s already
bad shape and sinking economy.”
“Cha-cha now is very ill-timed
especially with the pandemic
and our economy in shambles. If
Cha-cha pushes through now, then
foreigners would have a heyday
gobbling up wholesale what is left
in our already much liberalized
economy,” he said.
“Our national patrimony
would be put on sale to the highest
foreign bidder at the further
expense of our local industry,”
Zarate added.
Castro said the House “should
prioritize its immediate response
[to] the economic and health crisis
that the Filipino people are facing
every day.”
“The high prices of basic
goods, growing number of
Covid-19 cases, the perennial
problems in transport services,
and most especially the continuing
crisis in education, especially
with the administration’s failed
blended distance learning, needs
to be addressed first instead of this
self-serving and antipoor Charter
change,” she said.

OXYMORON: A divided United States
(From Page 5)

his vice-presidential teammate
for two terms, 2008-2016…
Wanted to succeed Obama but
dropped out (again) from the
caucuses due to his inconsolable
grief over the death of his son
Beau in 2015 (Hillary Clinton
won the nomination but lost the
election to Donald Trump)…
Won the presidency in 2020 as
the oldest in US history at 78,
and the second Catholic ever.
Biden’s tragedies and triumphs
are similar to an American hero
who was born 211 years ago
on Feb. 12, 1809… And who at
age 7, had to work to help his
family… At 9, was orphaned by
his mother… At 28, was brokenhearted as his marriage proposal
was turned down… At 37, was
finally elected to Congress on his
third try… At 45, was defeated
in a senatorial election… At 47,
failed in his attempt to be vice

president… At age 51, was elected
as the 16th US president.
He is Abraham Lincoln, one
of the greatest US presidents,
credited with unifying his country
amid a ghastly civil war and with
freeing black Americans from
slavery and poverty.
Lincoln’s narrow victory (he
won only 40 percent of the popular
vote among four candidates) was
not accepted by the Southern
Confederate States of America
which rejected him in the popular
vote and in the Electoral College.
After leading the North in winning
the civil war that ensued, he
pledged “with malice towards
none” and forgave without
punishing the leaders of the
Confederacy led by Gen. Robert
Lee. He was assassinated by John
Wilkes Booth, a Confederate
sympathizer, who could not accept
they lost the war.
Like Lincoln, Biden

forthrightly offered, in his
inaugural address, reconciliation
and unity to the 74 million who
did not vote for him, especially
to the Jan. 6 Capitol rioters and
mobs, perorating, “We must
end this uncivil war that pits red
against blue, rural versus urban,
conservative versus liberal. We
can do this—if we open our soul
instead of hardening our hearts.”
May all the peace-loving
peoples of the world celebrate with
Amanda Gorman, the youngest
poet (at 22) to speak during a US
presidential transition, orating,
“… But while democracy can
be periodically delayed, it can
never be permanently defeated…
We will not march back to what
was. But move to what shall be, a
country that is bruised, but whole.
Benevolent, but bold. Fierce and
free.”
Amen! And may the USA be
an oxymoron no more.
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Judge junks case vs 2 activists, scolds cops

MANILA — A Mandaluyong
court has junked the charges of
illegal possession of firearms and
explosives against journalist Lady
Ann Salem and labor organizer
Rodrigo Esparago as it reminded
law enforcers to enact their duties
to stamp out criminality only
while observing the rights of the
people.
The Mandaluyong Regional
Trial Court Branch 209 Presiding
Judge Monique QuisumbingIgnacio, in a ten-page order made
public late Friday night, also
declared the search warrants
implemented that led to the arrest
of the two, who are part of the
dubbed “Human Rights Day
7,” as null and void.
Salem and Esparago were
arrested as the Philippine National
Police-Criminal Investigation and
Detection Group implemented a
search warrant they obtained from
Quezon City trial court Executive
Judge Cecilyn Burgos-Villavert.
Villavert on Dec. 3, 2020
issued Search Warrant 6044(20)
for violation of illegal possession
of firearms, and Search Warrant
6045(20) for illegal possession
of explosives.
Villavert is the same judge
who issued search warrants that
resulted in arrests of dozens of
activists in Negros and Manila
in 2019.
The Mandaluyong court,
however, noted that Search
Warrant No. 6044(20) was a
“general warrant” that did not
sufficiently describe the laptop
and cellphone to be seized.
“Hence, void for vagueness,” it
said.
Specifically, Search Warrant
No. 6044(20) ordered the raiding
team the following:
• Four units caliber .45 pistol

law enforcers are reminded that
“they must do so only upon strict
observance of the constitutional
and statutory rights of our people.”
Salem and Esparago and five
other activists were arrested
on December 10, as the world
commemorated International
Human Rights Day.
The five others were arrested
also as law enforcers implemented
the search warrants that Judge

This December 11 photo from the Free Lady Ann Salem Network
Facebook page shows Salem after inquest proceedings after her
December 10 arrest.
• Two units caliber .38 revolver laptop; on whether the firearm
• Magazine and ammunition
was put in a bubble wrap or not;
• One unit laptop
on who received the firearms,
• One unit cellphone
magazines and ammunition for
Judge Quisumbing-Ignacio delivery; and the kind and number
added that since the raiding team of bags used in the deliveries; and
that did not know which gadgets when the deliveries stopped.
they were supposed to seize,
“All told, there being
they took four laptops and five numerous inconsistencies and
cellphones.
contradictions, the testimonies of
“This clearly shows that the the foregoing witnesses cannot be
Search Warrant suffered from given full faith and credence,” the
vagueness. They undertook a order read.
‘fishing expedition to seize and
The court said that since the
confiscate’ any and all cellphones sworn affidavits and testimonies
and laptops they found in the served as the sole basis of the
premises,” the order read.
search warrant, “the Court finds
The court stressed: “Law that probable cause was not
enforcers are authorized to seize sufficiently established.”
only those items listed in the
It added that since the issuance
search warrant leaving them with of the search warrants violated the
no discretion regarding what Constitution and Rules of Court,
articles they shall seize.”
items sized in the premises of
T h e c o u r t a l s o n o t e d Salem and Esparago’s units were
“substantial inconsistencies and inadmissible as evidence “being
contradictions” in the testimony fruits of the poisonous tree.”
and sworn statements of the
The judge went on to stress that
informant and law enforcers the Supreme Court in a 1990 case
involved in the operation.
held that while it “sympathizes
The inconsistencies ranged with the police” in eradicating
from who took the photo of the criminality and maintaining
firearm and encoded it in the peace and order in the country,

MYANMAR: Generals told to yield power
(From Page 1)

is “looking at specific targeted
sanctions both on individuals
and on entities controlled by the
military that enrich the military.”
He did not give further details.
The US warnings came after
Myanmar’s generals ordered
internet providers to restrict
access to Facebook Thursday, as
people flocked to social media to
voice opposition and share plans
for disobedience.
Facebook-owned apps such as
Instagram and WhatsApp were
also disrupted.
“We have digital power... so
we’ve been using this since day
one to oppose the military junta,”
said activist Thinzar Shunlei
Yi, who is behind a so-called
“Civil Disobedience Movement”
fanning out across social media
platforms.
Telenor, one of the country’s

main telecoms providers,
confirmed authorities had ordered
it to “temporarily block” Facebook
access.
The Norwegian-owned
company said it had to comply
but “does not believe that the
request is based on necessity and
proportionality, in accordance
with international human rights
law”.
Facebook confirmed access
“is currently disrupted for some
people” and urged authorities to
restore connectivity.
F o r m a n y i n M y a n m a r,
Facebook is the gateway to the
internet and a vital way to gather
information.
But opposing the military
-- online or off -- is fraught with
risk. During junta rule dissent
was quashed, with thousands of
activists -- including Suu Kyi -detained for years on end.

By Thursday, red NLD flags
adorned the balconies of dozens
of Yangon apartments. Residents
have also started clanging pots
and cymbals nightly at 8 pm to
“drive the military junta out” -- a
throwback to an old Myanmar
tradition of expelling evil spirits.
Health workers this week also
pinned red ribbons on their scrubs,
with some boycotting work.
A small rally kicked off
Thursday in front of a medical
university in the northern city
of Mandalay, with protesters
carrying signs that read: “People’s
protest against the military coup!”
Meanwhile, 70 MPs from
Suu Kyi’s National League for
Democracy party signed a “pledge
to serve the public” while staging
their own symbolic parliamentary
session in Naypyidaw, local media
reported.

Villavert issued, based on the
same surveillance records.
The “HRDay 7” are among the
latest of activists jailed over the
same charge of illegal possession
of firearms and explosives. Rights
alliance group Karapatan had
earlier said that more than 400
political prisoners arrested under
the administration of President
Rodrigo Duterte are accused of
the same charges.

US President Joe Biden delivers his first foreign policy speech at
the State Department in Washington D.C.

BIDEN: Reassures allies
(From Page 1)

to nuclear proliferation – all of
which he said will be solved only
by nations working together.
“We can’t do it alone,” he said.
Biden’s speech marked a
dramatic shift from the “America
First” doctrine pursued by Donald
Trump’s administration, which
created serious fissures in U.S.
relations with among some of its
longtime allies.
As a candidate, Biden spoke
often about the need to promote
democracy around the world
while at the same time rebuilding
traditional alliances. In office
for just two weeks, he already
has taken steps to reassert the
U.S. leadership role on the world
stage by joining the Paris climate
accord and the World Health
Organization.
But a military coup in Myanmar
earlier this week and Russia’s
sentencing opposition leader
Alexei Navalny to prison for more
than two years will test the new
administration’s leadership on the
world stage.
In his remarks, Biden called
on Myanmar’s military leaders to
relinquish the power it has seized
and release the advocates and
activists it has detained. He also
urged Russia to release Navalny
“immediately and without
condition.”
Biden also sought to provide a
morale boost to the nation’s civil
service employees, who were
often under attack by the previous
administration. Trump derided
many civil services employees as
members of what he called “the
Deep State,” which he claimed
was trying to undermine his
presidency.

In separate remarks to State
Department employees, Biden
stressed that he values their
expertise and promised he would
always trust them to do their jobs.
“America is back, diplomacy is
back,” he said. “You are the center
of all that I intend to do. You are
the heart of it.”
He added, “I believe in you.
We need you badly. I’m going to
have your back.”
In another sharp departure
from the previous administration,
Biden was expected to sign a
series of orders that, among other
things, will start the process of
increasing the number of refugees
who are allowed to enter the U.S.
and end U.S. support of Saudiled military operations in Yemen.
Trump had resisted efforts to halt
the U.S. military’s role in Yemen’s
civil war.
A separate memorandum
focuses on protecting the
rights of LGBTQ individuals
across the world, including
providing protections to gay
and lesbian refugees and asylum
seekers.
In his remarks, Biden said
reasserting U.S. leadership abroad
also requires confronting domestic
issues head on, including systemic
racism and “the scourge of white
supremacy.”
The U.S. will compete from a
position of strength, he said, by
rebuilding back at home, working
with allies and partners, renewing
its role in international institutions
and reclaiming “our credibility
and moral authority.”
“With your help,” he said, “the
United States will lead again, not
just by the example of our power,
but the power of our example.”
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Janine Tejada and her father, Ferdinand Tejada, apparently died
instantly from a downed power line

Filipino father, daughter
electrocuted in Panorama
LOS ANGELES — A Filipino
father and his daughter were
electrocuted in their own home in
the Panorama City neighborhood
of LA in the early hours on
Monday, Jan. 25.
The victims, who died at
the scene of the accident, were
identified by the coroner’s office
as Ferdinand Tejada, 53, and
Janine Reyn Tejada, 20, according
to a San Fernando Valley Sun
report. Firefighters went to the
family’s home in the 14700 block
of Tupper Street about 2:45 a.m.
F e r d i n a n d Te j a d a w a s
reportedly born in the Philippines
and Janine Reyn Tejada was
a graduate of Granada Hills
Charter High School and studied
Science in Nursing at West
Coast University, according to a
Facebook post.
According to media reports,
Ferdinand Tejada went outside
after he heard a “loud pop” in the
backyard. He was electrocuted
when he came into contact with
live electrical wires. His daughter
went to his aid and also was
electrocuted.
Authorities said both the father
and daughter died immediately,
and that emergency crews had
to wait for the power supply to
be turned off before approaching
the victims.
Ferdinand Tejada’s wife told
authorities she felt a shock from
the electric current but managed to
get away and called 911. She was
told to stay inside until emergency
crews arrived, media reported.

A video captured by a neighbor
showed an orange glow from a
fire sparked by the electrocution,
while firefighters kept their
distance. Power was shut off in
the immediate area by utility
crews. The Los Angeles Police
Department was investigating.
The Los Angeles Department
of Water and Power (LADWP),
sent a crew to the site on Monday
to reconnect power to the area,
and was also investigating the
incident.
It is not clear what caused the
power lines to come down in the
Tejada home. Authorities were
looking into fierce winds that
hit the Valley last week as well
as the rainstorm that hit the area
late Sunday night into Monday
morning as probable causes.
The LADWP also cautioned
people about the dangers of
coming into contact with downed
power lines. “These two tragic
deaths are a sobering reminder
that live electrical wires can and
will often result in death. Don’t
get near or touch a downed power
line. If you see a downed line, stay
away and immediately call 9-1-1,”
the agency said in a statement.
“Contacting electric equipment
is extremely dangerous. Always
assume that the power is on.
Electrical equipment and wires
often carry thousands of volts
of electricity and are never safe
to handle by anyone other than
a qualified and trained electrical
worker.
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FACC Tri-County bids farewell
to Consul General Adelio Cruz
EVER ATTENTIVE to his duty as a Philippine
Diplomat, Consul General Adelio Angelito S. Cruz
attended three Zoom meetings on Jan. 26th, before
he left for the homeland on Jan. 31st.
“I was so happy that in spite of his hectic schedule
ConGen Adel said he was honored to accept our
invitation to officiate our induction on Jan. 26th,”
said Carmela Giliberto, President of the Filipino
American Chamber of Commerce Tri-County (Los
Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino Counties).
I thank President Emeritus Merwynn Montenegro
for his leadership and guidance, and for being such
a great mentor,” she added.
The induction ceremonies started on a high
note with Rhea Libang Aguirre singing Lupang
Hinirang and the Star Spangled Banner, followed by
Chamber Blessing from Fr. Resti Galang, MSP. After
Merwynn’s opening remarks, Atty. Abraham Lim
introduced the guest of honor and inducting officer,
Consul General Cruz, who then administered the
Oath of Office to the following: Zoom Host Hermie
Natividad, Corresponding Secretary; Master of
Ceremonies Christen Montero, Recording Secretary;
and Art Abellada, Treasurer. Members of the Board
of Directors: Kathryn Balila (Philippines), Dan Niño,
and Nick Munoz. FACC Tri-County’s legal advisor
is Atty. Abraham Lim. (Editor’s note: Author was
inducted VP.)
ConGen Adel commended FACC Tri-County
again for its commitment to provide resources and
opportunities for businesses to contribute to the
economic growth and sustainable development of
Los Angeles, San Bernardino and Riverside Counties.
For lighter moments, musical entertainment was
provided by Vhen Bautista, ‘Prince of Ilocano Songs’
a.k.a. Chino Romero. Chamber member Gil Sadorra
arranged a slide presentation of past events, and the
memorable evening ended with closing remarks from
the vice president.
Profile of the evening’s Master of Ceremonies
Christen Montero is known globally for several
accomplishments including being featured by Forbes
as one of the World’s Leading Marketers.
In 2018, she was a distinguished emerging business
leader and Global Top 100 Most Influential Filipina
Women in London. Last year, Christen received
the Asia Corporate Excellence & Sustainability
Award (ACES), for carrying out significant CSR
campaigns, including implemented policies and
operational structures that generate returns beyond
financial gains. ACES recognizes inspiring leaders
and sustainability advocates cross-industry and
across Asia.
“My personal mission,” she said, “is to protect
the environment.” She regularly demonstrates
compassion for the community. “And I believe,”
she added, “that human resources are assets” as
she propels to help strengthen social, economical

Consul General Adelio Angelito S. Cruz listens
as FAAC-TC Vice President and author Lydia V.
Solis speaks.

Christen Montero
and technical infrastructures within companies and
organizations. Christen continues to be a beacon of
leadership excellence and serves to encourage fellow
industry peers to follow suit.
She has a Bachelor’s in Holistic Study of the Mind,
Metaphysics, Marketing and Education, as well as a
Master’s in Business Administration with a focus on
Market Strategy Consulting.
“I have been able to achieve my mission,” she says,
“of implementing interdisciplinary symbolic systems
and knowledge management systems with my own
derived framework for leadership and company
development in a diverse set of industries.”
One of the newer members of FACC Tri-County,
Christen founded a specialty consulting firm, MCA™,
and practices an interdisciplinary approach to business
models, helping companies to scale by understanding
socioeconomic and technical infrastructure needs to
provide new innovative approaches to practices in
various industries.  

The participants in the virtual meeting of the FACC-TC.
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LAPD to arrest protesters disrupting
vaccinations at Dodgers Stadium

LOS ANGELES -- Days after
anti-vaccination and far-right
protesters disrupted operations
at one of the nation’s largest
COVID-19 vaccination sites at
Dodger Stadium, Los Angeles
Police Chief Michel Moore on
Tuesday said any such protests
in the future would be met with
quick arrests.
“Our action is to be immediate
and swift in the sense of holding
them accountable for that unlawful
activity,” Moore said during a
virtual meeting of the Police
Commission in the morning.
Protests will be confined to
an area near the stadium’s in
an effort to balance people’s
1st Amendment rights with the
need to keep the vaccination site
operating, Moore said. Officers,

Aerial photo shows the collapsed portion of Highway 1 near Santa
Cruz.
Protesters at the Dodger Stadium COVID-19 vaccination site disrupted operations on Jan. 30, 2021.
he added, will have no patience
for a repeat of Saturday’s debacle,
when mask-less protesters roamed
through the long queues of cars,
intimidating people and stalling
their entry into the stadium site.
“It’s my expectation and

ROTARY CLUB DONATION. Fernandico Q. Gonong Jr., president of the Rotary Club of Historic Filipinotown, hands over a
check worth $2,000 to Pilipino Workers Center executive director
Aqui Soriano towards PWC’s various humanitarian projects. The
presentation was made on Jan. 29 at the PWC offices at the Historic
Filipinotown in Los Angeles.

Nominations for UP
Alumni Awards
extended thru Feb. 15

LOS ANGELES –Due
to Covid-19 protocols, the
nominations for outstanding and
high-achieving U.P. Alumni,
for the first Alumni Awards
Program of The University of the
Philippines Alumni Association of
Greater Los Angeles (UPAAGLA)
has been extended until midnight
of February 15, 2021.
UPAAGLA aims to identify
and recognize the contributions
of exceptional U.P. alumni in the
Greater Los Angeles area, from
Kern County to Orange County in
the following categories: Service,
Leadership, Most Distinguished,
Lifetime Distinguished, and
Family Recognition.
Details for the nomination

including on-line nomination
forms are available at www.
upaagla.org/awards.
Originally scheduled in the fall
of 2020, the UPAAGLA Board
of Directors have rescheduled
the Alumni Awards Program
on Saturday, March, 27, 2021,
virtually via Zoom.
According to Ethel Rubio,
UPAAGLA President and Event
Co-Chair, now is best time to
hold the event. Rubio together
with her team hope the Awards
program will not only bring
some positivity and but more
importantly inspire others to
contribute to the community
especially during this pandemic
time.

direction that … individuals will
be arrested, they’ll be cited, and
their actions will be caused to
be ceased,” Moore said. “This
going forward is a means of
ensuring that the lines will stay
open, that the vaccine sites will
be unhindered.”

Isidro T. Guerrero

Lensman
Sid Guerrero
dies at 79

LOS ANGELES -Photojournalist Isidro “Sid”
Guerrero died last January 4, in
his home in Montebello after a
lingering illness. He was 79.
Guerrero, who was president
of the Philippine Press
Photographers-USA (PPP-USA),
was born on September 14,
1941 in the Philippines. He was
photographer for the Philippine
Times and contributed to other
Filipino publications before he
was bedridden by illness.
Viewing will be held at the
Sky Rose Chapel of Rose Hills
Memorial Park at 3888 Workman
Mill Road, Whittier, CA 90601,
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday,
Feb. 6. Memorial service and
funeral will be held on Monday,
Feb. 8, from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in
the same venue.
Guerrero is survived by wife
Nora and sons Gilliard, Rendell,
Sid Jr. (Barney), Lance and Jeriel.

Garden Grove Strawberry Festival postponed

GARDEN GROVE – Patrick “Pat” Catlin, President
of the Garden Grove Strawberry
Festival Association announced
today that the 2021 Garden
Grove Strawberry Festival will
be postponed for this year.
Catlin said the Garden Grove
Strawberry Festival Association
plans to move forward with the
Festival, slated for Memorial Day
Weekend, May 27-30, 2022.
“In the interest of public safety,
due to the ongoing worldwide
pandemic created by the
Coronavirus COVID-19, it is with
great regret that the board of the
Garden Grove Strawberry Festival
Association (GGSFA) has made
a decision to postpone this year’s

2021 Garden Grove Strawberry
Festival, which was slated to
take place in Garden Grove,
CA on Memorial Day Weekend,
May 28-31, 2021,” Catlin said.
Catlin continued, “We are living
in unprecedented times right now,
and as a result of the continuing

pandemic, our board has made the
difficult decision to postpone both
the 2020 Festival and the 2021
Festival. This has never happened
before in the history of the Garden
Grove Strawberry Festival, which
began back in 1958.
“Since the mission of the
Garden Grove Strawberry Festival
Association is to give back to
the community which we serve,
this spring, the Association will
continue to donate $2,000 to Miss
Garden Grove, and eight $1,000
scholarships to deserving seniors
attending the eight high schools
in the Garden Grove Unified
School District, who are pursuing
further education at colleges and
universities,” he added.

Huge piece of CA
Hwy 1 near Big Sur
collapses into ocean

LOS ANGELES - A huge
piece of California’s Highway 1
was washed out this week by a
winter storm that brought heavy
rain and snow.
California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) officials
said in a statement Friday a debris
flow from the hillside above the
roadway “overwhelmed drainage
infrastructure, flowed across the
highway, and eroded the road
resulting in the complete loss of
a segment of Highway 1” at Rat
Creek, about 15 miles south of
Big Sur, a mountainous stretch
of the state’s central coast.
California Highway Patrol
Officer John Yerace said he was
in the area on Thursday around
4 p.m. when he noticed “this
section of roadway, specifically
the southbound lane, had fallen
off into the ocean.”
Images and drone footage
from the scene show a huge gap
in the scenic highway, which
runs along much of the California
coast.
Caltrans crews discovered
the debris flow on Thursday, and
issued an emergency contract to
Papich Construction in San Luis
Obispo County to assist with
the repair. At daybreak Friday,
Caltrans crews and emergency
contractors arrived at the scene
and found “both lanes of the
highway had washed out.”

The damage assessment team
will continue to work through
the weekend, Caltrans’ statement
said. It’s unclear how long the
repair could take and the road will
remain closed in the meantime.
Officer Yerace said upon
discovery of the washed out
road he stayed at the scene to
keep motorists safe until he was
relieved. He later returned.
“Some time overnight, prior to
6:30 this morning, we responded
back to the scene with the
assistance of Caltrans access and
realized that the roadway is now
gone,” he said.
The area where the road
collapsed is about a mile south
of the burn scar left behind by the
Dolan Fire, one of the wildfires
that ravaged the state last summer,
Caltrans said.
Another stretch of Highway
1 reopened in July 2017, after a
massive mudslide in May 2017
heaped tons of rocks on a quarter
mile section of the highway,
making it impassable and adding
13 acres to the coastline.
California Gov. Gavin Newsom
has declared a state of emergency
for Monterey and San Luis Obispo
counties in response to winter
storms that “threatened to cause
mud and debris flows,” forcing
the evacuation of thousands
of residents, according to the
declaration.
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PAL planes at Ninoy Aquino International Airport

PAL to cut 2,300 jobs

MANILA — Philippine
Airlines (PAL) will cut 2,300
jobs in mid-March—the singlebiggest manpower reduction in
the local airline industry since
the Covid-19 pandemic arrived
in 2020, triggering the collapse
of travel demand in the country
and overseas.
Citing fewer flights and
prevailing travel restrictions,
the flag carrier said the cuts
represented about 30 percent
of its workforce and included
both voluntary separation and
retrenchment.
“This has been an extremely
difficult and painful decision.
For our colleagues who are
leaving, rest assured that we are
committed to support you through
this transition,” PAL president
Gilbert Santa Maria said in a
statement on Tuesday.
“We extend to you our deepest
gratitude for your years of hard
work and dedicated service, and
we will always cherish the ties
you have established with the PAL
family,” he added.
Owned by taipan Lucio Tan
and Japan’s ANA Holdings as
a minority shareholder, PAL
is Asia’s oldest airline and the
local carrier with the largest
international network, which
includes nonstop flights to the
United States and Europe.
It suffered more severely than
domestic competitors amid travel
bans and fears of a virus that was
first detected in China and rapidly
spread around the globe.
Financial losses at its parent
company, PAL Holdings, had
ballooned to P28.85 billion as of
September last year.
O n Tu e s d a y, PA L s a i d
operations remained at less than

30 percent of pre-pandemic
weekly flights.
The latest workforce reduction,
initially announced to employees
in September 2020 but whose
implementation was delayed, is
part of a broader rehabilitation
program to ensure PAL’s survival.
This includes the planned filing
of Chapter 11 creditor protection
proceedings in the United States
and the finalization of a $5 billion
debt rehabilitation program, the
Inquirer previously reported.
The program would be wider
in scope than what PAL executed
in the wake of the 1997 Asian
financial crisis. It undertook
other steps to control costs when
the pandemic struck, such as the
suspension of capital spending,
management pay cuts, and the
deferral of lease payments for
aircraft.
Tan also infused P6 billion
more into PAL Holdings during
the first semester of 2020. The
company, however, reported
a multibillion-peso capital
deficiency in its latest filing as of
the third quarter last year.
Budget airline Cebu Pacific
let go of nearly 1,200 employees,
while AirAsia Philippines laid off
about 260 workers last year.
The fallout has also spread to
businesses that serve the airlines,
such as baggage handling and inflight meal catering.
1Aviation Groundhandling
Services Corp., Cebu Pacific’s
ground handling provider, slashed
1,400 jobs last year.
At the same time, Lufthansa
Technik Philippines, which
provides aircraft maintenance
for carriers around the world,
announced the delay of a capacity
expansion project amid weak
demand for air travel.
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Philippines lost P400B in
tourism income in 2020

MANILA — The Philippines
lost around P400 billion in
income in 2020 after foreign
tourist arrivals plunged amid
the coronavirus pandemic, the
Department of Tourism (DOT)
reported Wednesday.
During the hearing of the
House committee on Northern
Luzon quadrangle on the status
of the tourism sector in the
region, DOT OIC-Undersecretary
Roberto Alabado said that the
country only had 1.3 million
foreign tourism arrivals last year,
way lower than the 8.3 million
foreign visitors recorded in 2019.
“This is a very big blow for us.
We actually approximately lost
around P400 billion in income
because of the missing foreign
tourists,” Alabado said, adding
that the decline in foreign tourist
arrivals affected 5.7 million jobs
in the country.
To help revive the tourism
sector, Alabado said DOT has set
its sight to focusing on domestic
tourism.
“If we compare the income in
2019 earned from the domestic

Cagbalete Island in Mauban, Quezon, has been attracting at least
200,000 tourists yearly before the pandemic struck, boosting the
local economy.
market, we are counting on a P3
trillion market. This was what we
heard in 2019,” Alabado said.
“So the easiest way to revive
our tourism is through the
domestic market. That’s why,
right now, we are promoting and
at the same time developing new
products, timely and efficient
institutional support, and effective
strategic communication,” the
tourism official added.

Tourism Secretary Bernadette
Romulo-Puyat earlier said
that with the improvement of
community quarantine levels in
parts of the country, efforts will be
intensified to help revive tourism
activities and restore job and
livelihood opportunities.
T h e t o u r i s m s e c r e t a r y,
however, stressed that there is still
a need to follow travel protocols
imposed.

US gun sales in January set
new record after Capitol riot

NEW YORK - The Capitol Hill
insurrection and the inauguration
of a Democratic president who
campaigned on strengthening
gun control measures helped the
firearms industry set a January
gun sales record last month,
according to the latest gun-related
background checks data released
Monday.
Gun merchants sold more than
2 million firearms in January, a
75% increase over the estimated
1.2 million guns sold in January
2020, according to the National
Shooting Sports Federation, a
firearms industry trade group.
The NSSF said three of the top
10 weeks for FBI instant criminal
background checks came last
month.
It’s not unusual for gun sales to
spike when a Democrat wins the
White House. The election and reelection of Barack Obama in 2008
and 2012 were both followed
by gun sale surges.
But NSSF spokesman
Mark Oliva said President Joe
Biden’s 2020 campaign rhetoric
about banning AR-15s and
requiring gun owners to register
their weapons to comply with

Wex Gunworks owner Brandon Wexler talks with a customer at
his store in Delray Beach, Florida, on Oct. 15, 2020.
the National Firearms Act has left
some gun owners more fearful
that their ability to buy guns
and ammunition may soon be
curtailed.
“They’re going to act while
they can to be able to buy what
they want,” Oliva told CNN
Business. “It can’t be discounted
that many of these background
checks for the purchase of a
firearm are attributed to threats
by the Biden administration to
enact the most radical and farreaching gun control agenda ever
proposed.”

Stocks in gun manufacturers
surged on January 6 when Trump
supporters raided the US Capitol
Building, leading to five deaths
including an on-duty police
officer. Oliva said ongoing fears
of social unrest that began in
2020 also likely played a role
in January’s record-setting sales
figures.
“I think there’s still concerns
for safety,” he said. “There’s
people who fear they’re not going
to be able to provide their own
safety.”

Silver surges as Reddit army shifts target
NEW YORK - Move over
GameStop, Reddit mania is
spreading to the precious metals
market.
Silver futures surged as much
as 13% to Monday, touching fivemonth highs. That follows a 6%
rally last week.
Meanwhile, retail sites warned
customers over the weekend they
could not meet skyrocketing
demand for silver bars and coins.
And “#silversqueeze” is trending
on Twitter.
In more recent trading,
silver futures were up almost
11%. Shares of precious metals
miner Coeur Mining rallied 20%
in premarket trading, while Pan

Am Silver rose 15%.
The moves provide another
example of the power of a group
that has captivated Wall Street
and Main Street: WallStreetBets.
The Reddit forum sent GameStop,
AMC and other heavily shorted
stocks skyrocketing last week,
roiling markets and crushing
some hedge funds that had bet
against those stocks. Robinhood,
the free-trading app, came under
fire after restricting trades in
GameStop and other stocks.
People on WallStreetBets
set their sights on silver and
the iShares Silver Trust ETF last
week, with some suggesting
it could be a way to hurt big

banks they believe are artificially
suppressing prices.
Another claimed JPMorgan
Chase has been “suppressing
metals for a long time. This should
be epic. LOAD UP.”
S e v e r a l
n o t e d
that JPMorgan paid a record
$920 million fine last year to
settle charges that it engaged in
manipulative trades of futures
tied to precious metals as well as
Treasuries.
However, some posts on
WallStreetBets suggested their
movement is being co-opted
by hedge funds and there is no
coordinated effort in the silver
market.
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FLASHPOINTS: Strategy on China
(From Page 5)

the record number of FONOPS in
2019, according to the US Navy’s
7th Fleet.
But the US commitment to
freedom of the seas in the South
China Sea goes beyond steaming
close to islands, as was shown
this week by the deployment of
an aircraft carrier strike group to
the region.
It follows other such highprofile developments in 2020,
including the rare decision to
deploy two carrier strike groups
for exercises in the waterway at
the same time.
The US also regularly holds
drills with allies and partners in
the South China Sea.
China maintains that the
presence of American warships
elevates tensions in the region
and regards US naval patrols as
tantamount to interference in the
country’s domestic affairs.
Meanwhile, Beijing continues
to reinforce its own territorial
claims, dispatching combat
aircraft to airstrips it has built on
remote islands, as well as upping
the frequency of its naval drills.
That both sides have increased
their activity activity in the
waterway has alarmed analysts,
who point out that the greater
volume of traffic, the greater
the possibility of inadvertent
confrontation.
The US’ increased presence in
the region is unlikely to change,
however. During his run for
the presidency last year, Biden
recalled how as vice president he
told Chinbese leader Xi Jinping
how the US military would deal
with Beijing’s self-declared air
defense identification zones in the
region. “I said we’re going to fly
through them ... We’re not going
to pay attention.”
Taiwan and the Taiwan Strait
Ta i w a n r e t u r n e d t o t h e
forefront of US-China tensions
last weekend when Beijing sent
more than two dozen warplanes
into the self-governing island’s
air defense identification zone in
a 48-hour period.
While the frequency of such
drills has increased in recent years,
the timing and the composition of
the latest formations -- mostly
fighter jets and bombers -appeared intended to send a
message to the new administration
in Washington.
Though the US has remained
a decades-long ally of Taiwan
following the island’s split from
mainland China in the wake of a
civil war, American policymakers
have traditionally refrained from
overt displays of support since
Washington established formal
diplomatic ties with Beijing in
1979.
China continues to view the
self-governing democracy of
almost 24 million people as an
inseparable part of its territory,
and has vowed to unify the island
with the mainland.
For decades an uneasy
status quo governed cross-strait
relations. But in recent years,
under President Xi Jinping,
China has reasserted its perceived
claims to the island, threatening
military action and even «war» in
military actionresponse to what it
considers to be growing calls for
formal independence.
Beijing now asserts its military
aircraft can operate freely around
the island, owing to it being
“Chinese airspace.”
One way the US Navy shows
its backing for Taipei is by

sending warships through the
Taiwan Strait, the 180-kilometer
(110-mile) wide body of water
separating the island and the
mainland.
US warships transited the
waterway 13 times in 2020,
according to the US 7th Fleet.
That’s only one more than the
previous high of 12 in 2016, the
last year of the Barack Obama
administration, in which Biden
was vice president.
The US showed a strong
commitment to Taiwan’s defense
during the Trump administration
by approving the sale of
sophisticated military hardware
to Taipei, including F-16 fighter
jets, advanced missiles and main
battle tanks, while sending highlevel envoys to the island.

Part of that training last year
centered on defending some
of Japan’s far-flung island
possessions, the most highprofile being the Senkakus, an
uninhabited rocky island chain,
1,200 miles (1,900 kilometers)
southwest of Tokyo.
While Japan has administered
the islands since 1972, China also
claims sovereignty over them. It
attempted to assert those claims
last year, deploying coast guard
vessels to waters surrounding the
islands, which it calls the Diaoyus,
for record lengths of time.
Washington has repeatedly
reaffirmed Japan’s claims to
the islands, however. And in
a call with Japanese Prime
Minister Yoshihide Suga on
Wednesday, Biden pledged his

The aircraft carriers USS Nimitz and USS Ronald Reagan transit
the South China Sea together last year.
Recent statements from the
new Biden administration suggest
there will be no pullback on these
actions.”There’s been a strong
and long bipartisan commitment
to Taiwan,” new US Secretary
of State Antony Blinken told
his confirmation hearing last
week. “Part of that commitment
is making sure that Taiwan
has the ability to defend itself
against aggression. And that is a
commitment that will absolutely
endure in a Biden administration.”
After last weekend’s Chinese
warplane flights, the State
Department reaffirmed that.
“We urge Beijing to cease
its military, diplomatic, and
economic pressure against
Taiwan and instead engage
in meaningful dialogue with
Taiwan’s democratically elected
representatives,” spokesman Ned
Price said, adding that US-Taiwan
ties are deepening and Washington
remains committed to the island’s
self-rule.
Japan and a system of
alliances and partners
The US alliance with Japan
is arguably its most important.
Yokosuka, near Tokyo, is the
headquarters of the US Navy’s
7th Fleet, which patrols the
Indo-Pacific, while the island
of Okinawa hosts Kadena Air
Base, nicknamed the “Keystone
of the Pacific” and home to key
US combat assets, including
F-15 fighter jets and P-8A antisubmarine warfare planes.
The Japanese Self-Defense
Forces represent one of the world’s
most modern and professional
militaries, and Japanese troops
regularly train with their US
counterparts.

ongoing commitment to defend
the Senkakus under the US-Japan
Mutual Defense Treaty.
Biden’s comments, while
in keeping with existing US
policy, have taken on additional
importance in light of newly
passed Chinese legislation, that,
in theory, would allow its coast
guard ships to fire on foreign
vessels that are perceived as
posing a threat to territory claimed
by Beijing.
The law, which also empowers
Chinese coast guard to board and
inspect foreign ships in waters
claimed by Beijing, as well as
removing structures in those same
waters, has been touted in some
sections of Chinese media as a
means of safeguarding China’s
interests in the Senkaku/Diaoyu
chain.
The impact of the Chinese
coast guard law is being felt
elsewhere too.
Chinese coast guard vessels
are regularly in the vicinity of
Philippine-controlled islands in
the South China Sea that China
also claims as its territory. And
on Wednesday, the Philippines
issued a diplomatic protest with
Beijing over the controversial
new legislation, with Philippine
Foreign Affairs Secretary Teodoro
Locsin Jr. describing the law “as a
verbal threat of war to any country
that defies the law.”
Like Japan, the US also has
a mutual defense treaty with
the Philippines, something that
US Secretary of State Blinken
reaffirmed in a call with Locsin
on Wednesday.
The fact that Japan and the
Philippines face the same kind of
(See FLASHPOINTS, Page 15)

A file photo of the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands in the East China Sea.

Rounding down or shaving
work hours may entitle
employees back wages
LUCAS MEJIA was a stocker
for Walgreens, a nationwide
pharmacy retail store chain.
He and many other employees
worked as hourly non-exempt
employees in a Walgreens
distribution center in California.
Mejia filed a class action lawsuit
against his employer on behalf
of himself and his coworkers,
claiming that Walgreens violated
several California laws by failing
to pay him and other employees
for all hours worked.
Walgreens had a practice of
rounding down the employees’
hours on their timecards.
Employees were also required
to pass through security checks
before and after their shift but the
time they spent doing this were
not paid. Employees were also not
provided meal periods and were
not paid premium wages for the
missed meal periods.
U n d e r C a l i f o r n i a l a w,
employees must be paid no
less than the minimum wage
for all hours worked. When an
employee’s time card entries
reflect that an employee is on
the job a few minutes more than
the standard shift time, questions
arise as to computation of the
work hours.
Federal law allows the practice
of “rounding” employee’s hours
for purposes of calculating
the number of hours worked.
Following the de minimis
doctrine, any insubstantial and
insignificant periods of time
beyond the scheduled working
hours which cannot as a practical
administrative matter be precisely
recorded for payroll purposes
(for example 5 minutes of going
through a bag check) may be
disregarded. Such time may be
rounded out to the nearest 5
minutes of the employee’s start
or end time.
However, California law
mandates that employees should
be paid “for all hours worked.”
Hours worked means “the time
during which an employee is
subject to the control of an
employer, and includes all the
time the employee is suffered or
permitted to work, whether or not
required to do so.”
Related to the principle of

compensating employees for all
time worked, is the concern that
small amounts of time that may,
over the years, add up. Thus,
courts may decide that the de
minimis doctrine does not apply
if employees regularly spend
anywhere from 4 to10 minutes of
their time each shift doing unpaid
work. Rounding down or shaving
minutes off the actual hours
worked may therefore violate
California law.
In a rounding down practice
where several minutes are
disregarded and unpaid, the loss
to the employee may add up.
For example, an employee who
clocks in an extra 5 minutes per
day, 5 days a week, every week
for 4 years has clocked in 5,200
minutes (or 86.67 hours) of unpaid
time, which when paid at the
California minimum wage of $12
per hour, entitles the employee
to back wages in the amount of
$1,040. This is not de minimis.
As the high court once said, this
is enough to pay a utility bill,
buy weeks of groceries, or cover
bus fares.
Though an extra couple of
minutes here and there that are
beyond the work hours may
be unavoidable and can be
disregarded, major discrepancies
should be investigated since they
raise doubts on the accuracy of the
records of actual hours worked.
Rather than proceed to trial, the
employees of Walgreens agreed to
settle the case. Walgreens will pay
the class of employees $4,500,000
in damages.
The Law Offices of C. Joe
Sayas, Jr. welcomes inquiries
about this topic. All inquiries
are confidential and at no-cost.
You can contact the office at
(818) 291-0088 or visit www.
joesayaslaw.com.
(For more than 25 years, C.
Joe Sayas, Jr., Esq. successfully
recovered wages and other
monetary damages for thousands
of employees and consumers.
He was named Top Labor &
Employment Attorney in California
by the Daily Journal, consistently
selected as Super Lawyer by the
Los Angeles Magazine, and is
a past Presidential Awardee for
Outstanding Filipino Overseas.)
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Supreme Court scraps arguments in
Trump-era immigration, wall cases

WASHINGTON - The U.S.
Supreme Court on Wednesday
canceled upcoming scheduled
arguments in appeals filed by
Republican former President
Donald Trump’s administration
defending his funding of the
U.S.-Mexico border wall and his
so-called “remain in Mexico”
asylum policy.
Democratic President Joe
Biden’s administration, which is
in the process of changing course
on both issues, on Monday had
asked the justices to postpone
further legal filings in the two
cases and to remove them from
their oral argument calendar.
Biden’s administration already has
announced plans to discontinue
wall construction and suspend
the asylum program, potentially
making the cases moot.
The court was scheduled to
hear arguments in the wall case
on Feb. 22 and the asylum police
case on March 1.
The cases involve two
contentious issues left over from

Trump’s turbulent four years in
office.
The border wall was one of
Trump’s central 2016 campaign
promises, with his supporters
chanting at rallies “build the
wall.” At issue was the legality of
Trump’s decision, after Congress
refused to appropriate money
he sought for the wall, to shift
military funds already provided
by lawmakers for other purposes
to pay for the project.
Tr u m p c a l l e d t h e w a l l
necessary to curb illegal
immigration and drug trafficking
across the southern border.
Democrats have called the
wall immoral, ineffective and
expensive. Trump promised
during the 2016 presidential race
that Mexico would pay for the
wall. Mexico refused.
Trump in 2019 redirected $2.5
billion from military counternarcotics programs for border
wall construction in California,
New Mexico and Arizona. Biden
issued a proclamation on Jan. 20,

his first day in office, ordering a
freeze on border wall projects and
directing a review of the legality
of its funding and contracting
methods.
The “remain in Mexico”
policy, which took effect in 2019,
has forced tens of thousands
of migrants along the southern
border to wait in Mexico, rather
than entering the United States,
while their asylum claims are
processed.
Trump said the policy reduced
the flow of migrants from Central
America into the United States.
Migrants in the program, many of
them children, faced violence and
homelessness in Mexico while
awaiting court dates. Human
rights groups have documented
cases of kidnappings, rapes and
assaults.
B i d e n ’s D e p a r t m e n t o f
Homeland Security has said it
will suspend new enrollments
in the asylum program, pending
further review. On Tuesday, Biden
announced a formal review of the
asylum program.

Senate power-sharing deal allows
Dems to take control of committees

WASHINGTON - A deal
has been reached in the Senate
in principle on a power-sharing
agreement that had precluded
Democrats from taking control
of the committees, Senate
Majority Leader Chuck Schumer
announced Wednesday morning.
“I am happy to report this
morning that the leadership
of both parties have finalized
the organizing resolution for
the Senate,” Schumer said
on the Senate floor. “We will
pass the resolution through the
Senate today, which means that
committees can promptly set up
and get to work with Democrats
holding the gavels.”
On Wednesday, Schumer
said that with a power sharing
agreement in place that will give
Democrats committee gavels,
they “are ready to hit the ground
running on the most important
issues that face our country” and
“are not going to waste any time.”
Democrats took control of the
Senate in January after winning a
pair of US Senate seats in Georgia
and the White House. However,
a stalemate has prevented the
party from taking control of key

Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer and Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell
committees since the chamber is
operating under the rules of the
last Congress, when the GOP was
in charge, delaying consideration
of Cabinet nominees, including
attorney general nominee Merrick
Garland, who is expected to
receive bipartisan support.
An agreement between the two
leaders was needed to determine
how power would be divided
since the Senate has an even
partisan split of 50-50 with Vice
President Kamala Harris able to
break ties.
It was unclear as of Wednesday

morning what was holding
up the deal. Party leaders had
been haggling over a final few
points, including how to structure
committee budgets, before
finalizing the power-sharing
agreement that will officially
allow Democrats to take their
chairmanships, Senate officials
familiar with the talks told CNN
earlier this week.
The delay was already having
an impact on Biden’s Cabinet
nominees going through the
Senate confirmation process.

House removes Greene from committees

WASHINGTON -- The House
voted on Thursday to remove Rep.
Marjorie Taylor Greene, R-Ga.,
from her committee assignments
after Republican leadership
failed to punish the freshman
congresswoman’s embrace of
bizarre conspiracy theories and
endorsement of violence against
Democrats.
The resolution to strip Greene
from her seats on the education
and labor committees passed by
reaching a simple majority. At
least nine House Republicans —
including Rep. Adam Kinzinger,
R-Ill. — joined Democrats in
voting of Greene’s removal.
In a fiery speech on the House
floor shortly before the vote,
Majority Leader Steny Hoyer,
D-Md., excoriated Republicans
for ignoring Greene’s incendiary
rhetoric. Hoyer displayed a poster
showing one of Greene’s tweets

Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene
that included an image of her with
an AR-15 alongside Democratic
Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez,
Ilhan Omar and Rashida Tlaib
above a banner that read “Squad’s
Worst Nightmare.”
“They’re not ‘The Squad’
They’re Ilhan. They are
Alexandria. And they’re Rashida.
They are people. They are our
colleagues,” Hoyer said. “This is

an AR-15.”
Hoyer pointed out that two
years ago, House Republicans
removed Rep. Steve King, R-Iowa,
of his committee assignments
after he questioned publicly why
the phrase “white supremacy” was
considered offensive. (King was
defeated by a primary challenger
later that year and is now out of
Congress.)
As a rule, every member of
Congress is assigned to one or
more committees. For a freshman,
especially one in the minority,
committee meetings are one of
the few ways to exercise power or
make a mark in Congress.
Greene, who has supported
the QAnon conspiracy theory in
the past and has a long history
of making racist comments, was
elected to the House in November,
and promptly announced she
would introduce a bill on her first
day to impeach President Biden.
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Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny writes inside a defendant
dock during a court hearing in Moscow, Russia February 2, 2021.

Navalny jailed, calls Putin
‘the Underwear Poisoner’

MOSCOW — A Russian court jailed Kremlin critic Alexei
Navalny on Tuesday, ignoring the West in a ruling the opposition
politician blamed on President Vladimir Putin’s personal hatred
and fear of him.
The Moscow court handed Navalny a three-and-a-half-year
sentence, but his lawyer said the anti-corruption blogger would
actually serve two years and eight months in jail because of time
already spent under house arrest.
His lawyers said they would appeal.
The decision, which followed nationwide protests calling for
Navalny’s release, will further strain relations with the West, which
is considering imposing sanctions on Russia over its handling of
the case.
The United States, Britain, Germany, and the EU urged Moscow
to immediately free Navalny, with U.S. Secretary of State Antony
Blinken saying Washington would coordinate closely with allies to
hold Russia accountable.
Russia is already under numerous Western sanctions, however,
and analysts say the West’s options for more pressure are limited.
A Navalny ally had urged the West before the hearing to hit Putin’s
inner circle with personal sanctions.
Russia has suggested that Navalny is a CIA asset, a charge he
rejects, and has told the West to stay out of its domestic affairs.
Navalny, one of Putin’s most prominent critics, was arrested
on January 17 for alleged parole violations after returning from
Germany where he had been recovering from being poisoned with
a military-grade nerve agent.

Kim can’t denuclearize, says
ex-North Korean diplomat
SEOUL, South Korea - North Korea’s former acting ambassador
to Kuwait believes Kim Jong Un will not give up his nuclear arsenal,
but may be willing to negotiate an arms reduction for relief from
the international sanctions crippling Pyongyang’s economy.
In his first interview since defecting to the South more than a
year ago, Ryu Hyeon-woo told CNN that “North Korea’s nuclear
power is directly linked to the stability of the regime” -- and Kim
likely believes nuclear weapons are key to his survival.
Ryu also said previous US administrations had boxed
themselves into a corner by demanding denuclearization up front
in negotiations with the totalitarian state.
“The US can’t back down from denuclearization and Kim Jong
Un cannot denuclearize,” he added.
The former diplomat, who adopted the name Ryu upon moving
to the South, is one of several high-profile North Korean officials
to defect in recent years. The country’s top diplomat in Italy fled
to South Korea in 2019, and Thae Yong-ho, the former deputy
ambassador to the United Kingdom, defected in 2016. Thae has
since been elected to South Korea’s National Assembly.
Ryu and his family defected to South Korea in September 2019,
but their actions were only made public last week. Determined to
give their teenage daughter a better life, Ryu said he and his wife
planned their escape for about a month while living in Kuwait.

China nabs more than 80 in
fake vaccine ring crackdown

BEIJING - China has said it is cracking down on a crime ring
making “fake vaccines” for Covid-19 that has been running since
September, state media report.
Police departments in Jiangsu, Beijing and Shandong have
arrested more than 80 people involved in producing more than
3,000 fake Covid-19 vaccine doses, Xinhua News Agency reported.
Xinhua said China’s Ministry of Public Security is investigating
crimes related to manufacturing and selling of counterfeit vaccines
“and the illegal practice of medicine and fraud under the guise of
the vaccines.”
Police found that since September 2020, those involved “have
been making huge profits by fulfilling saline solution into injectors
to process and make fake coronavirus vaccines and selling them at
a higher price,” the agency said.
China has been vaccinating its population with shots from two
companies, Sinovac and Sinopharm, and both have also been rolled
out in other countries, including Turkey.
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West increases pressure on Myanmar generals

UNITED NATIONS - The
United Nations said it would
mobilize international pressure
to ensure the failure of Monday’s
military coup in Myanmar, as
Myanmar police filed charges
against ousted leader Aung San
Suu Kyi for illegally importing
communications equipment.
Nobel Peace laureate Suu Kyi
was detained on Monday, along
with other civilian politicians. She
is being held under house arrest in
the capital, Naypyidaw, according
to an official from her party.
A police request to a court
detailing the accusations against
Suu Kyi, 75, said six walkie-talkie
radios had been found in a search
of her home in Naypyidaw. The
radios were imported illegally and
used without permission, it said.
The document reviewed on
Wednesday requested Suu Kyi’s
detention “in order to question

Aung San Suu Kyi
witnesses, request evidence
and seek legal counsel after
questioning the defendant”.
A separate document showed
police filed charges against ousted
President Win Myint for violating
protocols to stop the spread of the
coronavirus during campaigning

for an election last November.
Suu Kyi’s National League
for Democracy (NLD) won
that election in a landslide but
the military, headed by Army
chief General Min Aung Hlaing,
claimed the vote was marred by
fraud and justified its seizure of
power on those grounds. The
electoral commission had said the
vote was fair.
The takeover has cut short
Myanmar’s long transition to
democracy and drawn strong
condemnation from Western
countries, the G7, and the United
Nations.
“We will do everything we can
to mobilize all the key actors and
international community to put
enough pressure on Myanmar to
make sure that this coup fails,”
United Nations Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres said during
an interview broadcast by The

Canada declares Proud Boys terrorists

OTTAWA - The Canadian
government added the Proud
Boys, an extremist group with ties
to white nationalism, to its list of
terrorist organizations.
Public Safety Minister Bill
Blair announced Wednesday
the Proud Boys were one of 13
groups now designated as terrorist
organizations, including the
Russian Imperial Movement and
two neo-Nazi groups — the
Atomwaffen Division and The
Base.
“Canada will not tolerate
ideological, religious or politically
motivated acts of violence,” Blair
said.
Canada is the first country to
designate the Proud Boys as a
terrorist entity.
Designating a group a
terrorist organization allows the
government to seize its assets
and increase terrorism-related
penalties.

A government official said just
because a person is a member of
the organization doesn’t mean they
will automatically be charged with
a crime. But if that person was to
engage in violent acts, they could
face terrorism charges.
Sending money to the
organization or buying Proud
Boys paraphernalia would also
be a crime.
The announcement comes
a little more than a week after
Canada’s House of Commons
unanimously passed a motion
calling for the government to “use
all available tools to address the
proliferation of white supremacists
and hate groups starting with the
immediately designating the Proud
Boys as a terrorist entity,” Global
News reported.
The motion was introduced
by the leader of the country’s
New Democratic Party, Jagmeet
Singh, who urged Canadians to

“keep the pressure on” Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau and the
federal government to formally
add the group to the list of terrorist
organizations, which includes
Boko Haram, the Taliban and
al-Qaida.
Singh celebrated the
announcement, calling it a victory
for young people, working people
and Black, brown and Indigenous
people on Twitter.
The Proud Boys were founded
in 2016 by Vice Media co-founder
Gavin McInnes, a Canadian,
and described themselves at the
time as a politically incorrect
m e n ’s c l u b f o r “ We s t e r n
chauvinists.”
McInnes quit the
Proud Boys after an
October 2018 clash between
group members and antifa that
followed his speech at New York’s
Metropolitan Republican Club.

FLASHPOINTS: Strategy on China
(From Page 13)

Chinese threat, while allied with
the US, illustrates the web of
alliances and partners Washington
has established around the IndoPacific.
“The rise of China and its
disruptive impact on the regional
order has pushed the two US allies
closer to each other than ever,”
analyst Richard Javad Heydarian
wrote for the Asia Maritime
Transparency Initiative in 2019.
US, Japanese and Philippine
forces have conducted joint
exercises, and the Philippines
last year became Japan’s first
major military export customer,
signing a deal to buy advanced air
surveillance radars.
Other countries that have been
been involved to some degree with
the US and, or Japanese militaries
in the past few years include
Vietnam, Indonesia, Singapore,
Malaysia and Brunei.
And in 2021, analysts expect
the Biden administration to be
leaning on that system of alliances.
“Trump acted and decided
quickly, then sought partners.
Biden first will seek partners, then
act,” said Schuster, now an analyst
at Hawaii Pacific University.
Kurt Campbell, who will
be coordinator for Indo-Pacific
affairs on the National Security
Council, essentially Biden’s point
man on the Indo-Pacific, wrote
this month that Washington must
work more closely with allies in

the region, including dispersing
US forces away from major bases
in Japan and Guam to smaller
installations in partner nations
in Southeast Asia and the Indian
Ocean.
And help for that US-Japan-led
partner system could be coming
from European allies too.
Britain has said it will send its
HMS Queen Elizabeth aircraft
carrier strike group to the region
sometime this year, and France
is expected to participate in USJapan amphibious drills this year.
Even Germany could become
involved, with Defense Minister
Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer
telling the Sidney Morning Herald
that Berlin will send a frigate
to patrol the Indo-Pacific in the
coming months.
Reasons for optimism
Analysts note that even while
they engage with the US, countries
in the region aren’t shutting
out Beijing. China is still the
world’s No. 2 military power and
it is always there, right at their
doorsteps.
“One of the major challenges
facing US policy in recent years
has been how to demonstrate that
its presence in the region is more
than transient, and that its forces
can support allies at the speed of
relevance,” said Sidharth Kaushal,
research fellow for sea power at
the Royal United Services Institute
in London.
“The broad message of Chinese

policy to regional actors has
been that the US Navy may
come and go but China is a
permanent feature of their security
environment,” he said.
Kaushai said Chinese activities
such as harassing fishermen in the
South China Sea or challenging
energy and mineral rights tend
to diminish when US forces are
active, then ramp up when they
leave, “essentially sending the
message to local powers that the
Americans won’t be available
forever but the Chinese will.”
That leaves all the actors
involved with a dilemma, said
Schuster.
“The challenge is in finding the
balance between demonstrating
deterrence and commitment, and
unnecessary escalation,” he said.
“Regional leaders are happy
with the US presence as it serves to
check Chinese behavior. But they
want nothing to do with choosing
between the two superpowers,”
Schuster said.
China, too, has reasons to dial
back tensions in 2021.
The Chinese Communist Party
marks its 100th anniversary this
year, and it will be expected to
deliver on domestic policy goals
-- so foreign policy confrontations
could divert attention and
resources, said Timothy Heath,
senior defense researcher at
the RAND Corp think tank in
Virginia.

Ascreen grab from Myanmar state television broadcast from February
3, 2021 shows General Min Aung Hlaing speaking during a meeting.
Washington Post on Wednesday.
“It is absolutely unacceptable
after elections – elections that I
believe took place normally – and
after a large period of transition.”
Addressing the coup in
Myanmar was a priority for the
United States and Washington
was reviewing possible sanctions
in response, the White House said
on Wednesday.
The chair of the ASEAN
(Association of Southeast Asian
Nations) Parliamentarians for
Human Rights, Charles Santiago,
said the new charges were
ludicrous.

“This is an absurd move by
the junta to try to legitimize their
illegal power grab,” he said in a
statement.
Reuters was not immediately
able to reach the police, the
government or the court for
comment.
Suu Kyi spent about 15 years
under house arrest between
1989 and 2010 as she led the
country’s democracy movement,
and she remains hugely popular
at home despite damage to her
international reputation over
the plight of Muslim Rohingya
refugees.

FILM: Marks 20th year
(From Page 16)

producers wanted him to make his
characters white.
“I wasn’t having that,” he said.
Pulido said he burned out after
making the film and ultimately
decided to leave Hollywood. He
said he knew there was no way
he could create another film the
way he made “The Flip Side.”
After that project, life took over.
He had gotten married and had to
get a full-time job.
Although he left filmmaking,
Pulido never gave up on wanting
to tell Filipino stories, he said. He
shifted course and learned to write
prose over the last few years, got a
literary agent, and now has several
manuscripts in submission.
“I’ll never give up on my
dream of telling Filipino stories,”
he said.
During the online celebration,
participants also discussed what
needs to happen for more Filipino
Americans to make it to Sundance
and Hollywood. Several agreed

that talent exists in the community,
but funding projects remains a
significant hurdle.
“I’d love to see all the rich
Pinoys out there who’ve made
it, all these people who are in a
position to make things happen
and have the funding, support our
own,” Pulido said.
He added that he hopes the
story of how “The Flip Side” came
to be and its journey to Sundance
inspires other filmmakers to
persevere despite how difficult it
can be to succeed in the industry.
“No matter how many people
tell you you can’t do it; no matter
how many people laugh at you,”
he said. “We got a lot of love from
the community, but we also got a
lot of hate, a lot of people laughing
at us thinking that we’re dreamers
and bums and we’re never going
to amount to anything. Don’t
listen to that. Use it to fuel your
drive.”
“The Flip Side” is available for
free on YouTube.
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Fil-Am CHP trooper awarded
California’s Medal of Valor

SACRAMENTO, California – California Highway
Patrol Officer Michael Panlilio received the Medal of
Valor from Governor Gavin Newsom and Attorney
General Xavier Becerra on Jan. 25 for “unparalleled
heroism in service to their communities, risking their
own safety to save lives.”
The Filipino American Panlilio was among eight
public safety officers from the California Highway
Patrol (CHP), Hawthorne Police Department, Gilroy
Police Department and the Los Angeles County Fire
Department who received the medal.
On June 19, 2019, CHP Officer Michael Panlilio
responded to a request for assistance by the Sacramento
Police Department (SPD) at a Sacramento residence.
The SPD advised Panlilio that Officer Tara O’Sullivan
of the SPD had been shot and was lying in the backyard
of a residence. Any attempt to rescue her was met with
gunfire by the barricaded suspect.
Panlilio responded to the scene without hesitation
and began working with allied agency personnel to
actively assess the situation. The suspect was using a
high-power rifle, capable of penetrating departmentissued ballistic vest material. The suspect was also
shooting from an elevated position, obscured behind
the walls of his home, and using security cameras
to monitor the exact positions of on-scene law
enforcement personnel.
Despite the extreme danger, Panlilio made the
decision to leave his position of safety and join the
effort to rescue O’Sullivan. He entered an armored
vehicle, which came under fire as it breached the
backyard fence and was positioned between the
gunman and O’Sullivan.
Panlilio and Deputy Richard Nielsen of the
Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department left their
place of safety behind the armored vehicle, retrieved
O’Sullivan and carried her back into the armored
vehicle. As the armored vehicle retreated it became
disabled while still in the line of fire.

CHP Officer Michael Panlilio
Panlilio helped carry Officer O’Sullivan
approximately 30 feet away from the armored
vehicle to an awaiting SPD patrol vehicle so
that she could be transported to the hospital. The
gunman fired several rifle rounds at Panlilio and
Deputy Nielson as they moved to the patrol vehicle.
Once inside the vehicle, Panlilio directed the
driver to transport them immediately to the UC
Davis Medical Center. While en route, Panlilio
used his advanced medical training to guide Deputy
Nielsen in helping him perform a two-person
cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Unfortunately,
despite their valiant efforts, Officer O’Sullivan
succumbed to her injuries.
For his extraordinary bravery, heroism and
courage in the face of imminent and personal lifethreatening peril, Officer Panlilio’s actions were
“above and beyond the call of duty and exemplify
the highest standards of a California public safety
officer.”
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PASSINGS

Ex-Sen. Sonny Osmena, 86

CEBU CITY — Former Senator John
Henry “Sonny” Osmeña died Tuesday
afternoon in his condominium unit in Cebu
City. This was confirmed by his sister, Annie
Osmena-Aboitiz.
Ferliza Contratista, a former staff of
Osmeña when he was Toledo City mayor,
also posted the passing of the 86-year-old
former lawmaker.
Osmeña’s family has yet to announce
the cause of his death. He was immediately
cremated.
A third generation member of the famous Osmeña political clan
of Cebu, he served first as Cebu City councilor and vice mayor in the
1960s and was elected to the House of Representatives after.
He was the grandson of the late former President Sergio Osmena
Sr. and nephew of Sen. Sergio Osmena Jr. He was also the brother of
former Cebu Governor Emilio Mario “Lito” Osmeña, Jr., and cousins
to former Senator Sergio “Serge” Osmeña III and former Cebu City
Mayor Tomas Osmeña.
Osmeña was an awardee of the Ten Outstanding Young Men in
1970 and was one of those badly wounded in the 1971 Plaza Miranda
bombing. He was elected to the Senate that same year.
After going into exile in the United States and eventually fighting
the Marcos dictatorship, Osmeña was re-elected to the Senate in 1987
and 1992. He briefly returned in Cebu as third district representative
in 1995 before being elected again as Senator in 1998.
A notable law that Osmeña authored is Republic Act 7638, which
created the Department of Energy.
Osmeña also served as Toledo City mayor from 2013 to 2019.
The former senator revealed last July he contracted and recovered
from COVID-19.

Actor Hal Holbrook, 95

HAL HOLBROOK, the Emmy- and Tony
Award-winning actor who portrayed Mark
Twain for decades, has died at age 95.
Holbrook died on Jan. 23 in Beverly Hills,
California, his representative, Steve Rohr,
told The Associated Press on Tuesday.
Holbrook’s long-running career spanned
film, television and stage, though he is
perhaps best known for his role as writer
Twain, which he began workshopping as a
college student and would go on to develop
the one man show “Mark Twain Tonight.” The role would lead to his
first and only Tony Award in 1966 and one of 12 Emmy nominations
the following year.
His most famous film roles included Deep Throat in 1976’s “All the
President’s Men,” credits in 1982’s “Creepshow,” 1987’s “Wall Street,”
1993’s “The Firm,” 1997’s “Hercules,” and 2000’s “Men of Honor.”
He received an Oscar nomination in 2008 for a supporting role in “Into
The Wild” and appeared in Stephen Spielberg’s 2012 “Lincoln” film.

‘Saved by the Bell’ star, 44

Only Fil-Am film to make it to
Sundance marks 20th anniversary
By Agnes Constante/ Inquirer.net

LOS ANGELES – It took
Rod Pulido five years to complete
“The Flip Side,” the first Filipino
American film to premiere at
Sundance. That was back in 2001,
and it remains the only Filipino
American film to have made it to
the prestigious film festival.
From saving his money to
finance the film to dedicating
much of his time to the project,
he called it a grueling exercise
that not many people are willing
to embark on.
“Even to this day I know how
lucky I am because so many
independent filmmakers do what
I did — make a good movie, save
all their money, put it into it. And
they see little return at the end,”
Pulido said on Jan. 23 during
a virtual celebration of the film’s
20th anniversary.
“The Flip Side,” a comedy
that tells the story of a Filipino
American family, explores themes
of identity and assimilating in
America. Among cast included
Pulido’s family members, and
filming locations included the
house he grew up in.

Getting his film into Sundance
is something Pulido continues to
feel was a blessing, he said.
He remembered connecting
with a programmer from the
film festival who sought Asian
American and Pacific Islander
filmmakers during a forum. He
said he was one of three in the
crowd who identified as AAPI.
The programmer fought to include
Pulido’s film in the festival, which
he credits as the reason “The Flip
Side” made it into Sundance.
“It’s really who you know,”
Pulido said. “You can’t just drop
your film in the mail and expect
to get in based on merit.”
Pulido’s brother, Mark Pulido,
former mayor of the City of
Cerritos, said during the virtual
celebration that he remembered
knowing how significant and
unbelievable the film’s acceptance
into Sundance was.
“I had always just watched
him with amazement how he
could dream so big and pursuing
a path that really seemed a high
mountain to climb. So when he
gave the family the news it was

Rod Pulido
absolutely mind-blowing,” Mark
Pulido said.
He and his sister Marissa Pulido
Rebaya, recounted mobilizing the
Filipino American community in
Salt Lake City, where Sundance
is held, to sell out every single
screening to create buzz around
“The Flip Side.” Mark Pulido said
they succeeded in doing so.
The film received praise at
Sundance, but did not secure a
distribution deal. Rod Pulido
wrote a follow up script, but
nobody wanted to make it. He said
(See FILM, Page 15)

DUSTIN DIAMOND, who played the
role of Screech on the popular 1990s high
school comedy “Saved by the Bell,” died
Monday after a recent cancer diagnosis,
according to Diamond’s manager, Roger
Paul.
He was 44.
“He was diagnosed with this brutal,
relentless form of malignant cancer only
three weeks ago,” Paul said in a statement he
provided to CNN. “In that time, it managed
to spread rapidly throughout his system; the
only mercy it exhibited was its sharp and swift execution. Dustin did
not suffer. He did not have to lie submerged in pain. For that, we are
grateful.”
Diamond first shared news of his cancer diagnosis last month.
At the time, his manager said his client’s health was “serious” and
that Diamond was undergoing further testing at a Florida hospital. He
underwent his first round of chemotherapy days later.
An actor and stand-up comedian, Diamond found fame playing
Samuel “Screech” Powers for more than a decade on the “Saved by
the Bell” franchise.
The teen series was recently reimagined by the Peacock streaming
service with some of the original stars, though not Diamond.
He stirred controversy with his 2009 book “Behind the Bell,” in
which Diamond shared backstage stories about shooting the series with
some of his accounts being less than flattering to his costars.
He also faced some legal troubles, serving three months in jail for
stabbing a man during a 2014 altercation at a bar in Wisconsin.
The actor has appeared in a number of reality shows over the years,
including “Celebrity Fit Club,” “Celebrity Boxing 2” and “Celebrity
Championship Wrestling.”
Diamond’s “Save by the Bell” costars, Mark-Paul Gosselaar, Mario
Lopez and Tiffany Thiessen, paid tribute to the late actor on social
media.
“Deeply saddened to hear of the passing of Dustin Diamond, a true
comedic genius,” Gosselaar tweeted. “My sincere condolences to his
family and friends. Looking back at our time working together, I will
miss those raw, brilliant sparks that only he was able to produce. A pie
in your face, my comrade.”

